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EMBRACE DISRUPTION; TOGETHER, WE
PROGRESS

 
Dear members,
 
I was very pleased to see many of you at last month’s Singapore Accountancy Convention,
the Institute’s flagship event. Your participation is testimony of your positive mindset
towards developing new skills, enhancing your capabilities and embracing change – all of
which will enable you to continually add value to your clients, and equip you for the future
economy. For members who could not attend the event, we will be bringing you the
highlights in the October issue.
 
Given the accelerated rate of change in the global economy, holding on to the status quo is
no longer an option; instead, early preparation will put us in a better position to seize the
opportunities arising. As the national accountancy body, the Institute has been playing its
role to help members manage the rapid changes brought on by disruptive technologies,
and also preparing them early for other impending changes.
 
Our cover story, “FRS116 Leases”, is the third article in our series on leases.  Although the
standard is applicable from 1 January 2019, we call on companies to embrace this
“disruption” (an interruption to the usual way of doing things) and start thinking about the
implications on their businesses. For the accounting compliance requirements alone,
preparing for FRS 116 is a massive exercise with huge accounting implications and
complexities, and the challenges go beyond the accounting department and accounting
implementation to the boardroom where commercial decisions are made. In this article,
ISCA CEO Lee Fook Chiew provides clarity on the upcoming changes and the steps that
companies should be taking now.
 
Disruption is a reality, and I urge members to view them as opportunities to re-think
existing strategies and emerge stronger than before. As Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong
said in his National Day Rally (NDR) speech, “we cannot stop progress”; instead, we should
“embrace change” and “let the disruption happen”. Look out for the highlights of the NDR in
our Special Report, available only with the digital journal.
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our Special Report, available only with the digital journal.
 
Charities are not immune to disruption, and in this issue, it is in the form of a regulatory
framework which governs the operations of Charities and promotes accountability in the
sector. As part of an ongoing series on Accounting for Good, we continue the discussion
with an examination of the Charities Accounting Standard – a standard that is tailored to
the sector’s specific characteristics.
 
Like the Charities regulatory framework, other professional organisations have their
distinct sets of ethics and standards. The ISCA Code sets out the fundamental ethical
principles for professional accountants, and provides a conceptual framework to apply
those principles in public practice and in business. In our Member Profile, ISCA member
Chris Liew shares why he thinks it is important to not only subscribe to such codes of
conduct but to also contribute and give back to the profession and to society as a whole.
 
The accountancy profession has always been an integral part of Singapore’s growth story
and it will continue to be a part of the country’s future economic strategies. Businesses
need well-qualified accountants to partner them in their commercial crusades so they can
grow, and economies can flourish. Accountants are among the most important strategic
partners that every business can have. In this respect, we are constantly on the look-out to
strengthen the accountancy talent pipeline. In June, we launched the search for the best
and brightest young talent aged 30 years and under to represent ISCA at the One Young
World Summit 2016. We were proud to see the depth and width of creativity among our
young and future accountants, and extremely pleased that voluntarism plays a very large
part in their lives. Find out who will be headed to Ottawa, Canada, for this year’s Summit.
 
Have you checked out the new eServices portal yet? Launched on August 15, this portal
offers members easy access to a host of membership services under one roof anytime,
anywhere. All you need is a single integrated log-in account. The details of the portal, and
more, are all here. Enjoy this issue.
 
 
Gerard Ee
FCA (Singapore)

mailto:president@isca.org.sg
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NATIONAL DAY RALLY 2016: AT A GLANCE
KEY HIGHLIGHTS: RESPOND TO CHANGE, BUILD NEW CAPABILITIES, PROMOTE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP, DEVELOP SKILLS.
 
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s National Day Rally speech called on Singaporeans to
prepare for the future and to progress together. In his address, which took place on 21
August at ITE College Central, PM Lee  said that everyone has a role to play in building
Singapore’s future. He revisited Singapore’s past 15 years and looked towards the coming
15 years, noting that although Singapore has gone through good and bad times, the
country has progressed significantly.
 
Looking forward to the next phase of nation-building, PM Lee said what Singapore can be is
up to the future generations of people to imagine and create. However, it is our
responsibility to prepare them for the future. Singapore’s future will depend on how we
respond to challenges and crises that will come our way.
 
Due to technology and globalisation, the defining challenge which we face in this era is
disruption. He urged companies to respond to change in order to stay relevant as “Change
is fast and relentless. Disruption will happen over and over again.” Using the example of
the taxi business, he said that although Uber and Grab have disrupted the taxi industry,
commuters are benefiting from better service and faster response. PM Lee noted that there

were two ways to respond: To close Singapore off and try to stop people from using the
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were two ways to respond: To close Singapore off and try to stop people from using the
new technology; or embrace change and let the disruption happen but help the
incumbents, especially the taxi drivers to adapt to the changes. “I think we all know that we
cannot stop progress. Even Uber and Grab are going to be disrupted!” he added, citing the
trial of driverless taxis that will begin at one-north in 2017.
 
PM Lee observed the same changes happening to other industries as well, noting how the
retail business – which employs 125,000 workers across 16,000 companies – has been
affected by e-commerce. “But it’s not just doom and gloom, because when you disrupt, you
also create new jobs,” he said. As a transport and financial hub, Singapore can be a major
player in the new logistics chain and there are also new opportunities in data analytics and
digital marketing.
 
Every industry is getting disrupted differently and the Prime Minister outlined how the
Government and people can work together to overcome such hurdles. The Economic
Development Board, SPRING Singapore, Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore
and IE Singapore will work with industries, trade associations and chambers to help
companies be resilient and prepare workers to take on different jobs.
 
The Committee on the Future Economy (CFE) is tasked to look into this and PM Lee
highlighted three thrusts of the CFE project: Building new capabilities, promoting
entrepreneurship and developing skills.
 
1. Building New Capabilities
 
The Government will help companies build new capabilities in the areas of the digital
economy, digital space as well as in other sectors. The digital economy was singled out as a
promising area as Singapore is well-connected and Singaporeans are IT-savvy. Going digital
also has its benefits as it not labour-intensive, and allows for people to do business with
anyone, from anywhere. Logistics company Ascent Solutions was cited as an example; the
company developed a tamper-proof lock and tracking device to address the problems of
theft and delays in customs clearance.
 
With the help of SPRING and IE Singapore, Ascent developed and took its device to East
Africa. It used to take twenty days for a container to travel from Kenya to Uganda, because
it had to go through ten checkpoints along the way. With the tamper-proof lock, it only took
two days as there was no need to clear customs over and over again.
 
Another example of building new capabilities is HOPE Technik, a home-grown engineering
SME that produces Red Rhinos and hazmat control vehicles for the Singapore Civil Defence
Force (SCDF) as well as drones and specialised industrial and commercial equipment. Four
years ago, HOPE Technik beat top engineering firms around the world to win a tender to
build a scale model of a space plane for Airbus’ civilian spacecraft programme. PM Lee said
“We must build this sort of new, deep capabilities in every sector such as engineering, food
manufacturing and logistics. And the Government will support companies to do so.”
 
2. Promoting Entrepreneurship
 
Beyond building up capabilities, Singapore should promote entrepreneurship, as
entrepreneurs play an important role in society. They create jobs, offer opportunities to
prosper, and “because they are resourceful and optimistic, they give our society the
confidence that anything is possible,” said PM Lee. The Prime Minister drew on the example
of the “Launchpad”, an “experiment” that offered spaces at Block 71 Ayer Rajah to
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of the “Launchpad”, an “experiment” that offered spaces at Block 71 Ayer Rajah to
entrepreneurs looking to start their own businesses. The success of the “experiment” has
seen it expand to include two other blocks and overseas to San Francisco to help Singapore
start-ups there. At Block 71, a company called Zimplistic developed the world’s first
automatic chapati and roti maker. The device, called Rotimatic, was brought to the market
with SPRING’s help and has generated a lot of interest internationally. Singapore’s schools
are also giving their students exposure to start-up hotspots all over the world, and venture
capitalists and big tech companies like Google, Paypal and Facebook are setting up in
Singapore.
 
3. Developing Skills
 
A strong economy is built on a skilled workforce. PM Lee highlighted the importance of
SkillsFuture and also noted that Singapore’s schools are preparing their students well for
the new economy. Besides upgrading workers in their present careers, he noted that the
Government is also helping workers who get retrenched, or who change careers, to
transition and find new jobs.
 
Students are also being prepared for the new economy, equipping them with relevant skills
which are in demand. Polytechnics and Institutes of Technical Education offer courses in
digital media design and many of their students are interns at multimedia and film studios
like Ubisoft, Bandai Namco, Blizzard, and Lucasfilm. There are also other courses to train
horticulturalists, food scientists, sports scientists – all sorts of new jobs which did not exist
a generation ago. To help people who are already working, SkillsFuture offers a variety of
courses and pathways to upgrade their skills and to achieve deeper mastery.
 
Besides upgrading workers in their present careers, the Government is also helping
workers who were retrenched, or who change careers, to transition and find new jobs. Help
is available through programmes under Adapt and Grow, the Professional Conversion
Programmes, and the Career Support Programme. These programmes train workers to pick
up new skills and settle in a different industry.
 

 
Besides focusing on how Singaporeans can prepare themselves for the future, and how
Singapore’s economy can prosper, PM Lee also spoke about how the nation can strengthen
racial harmony by improving the Elected Presidency scheme, its stand on foreign policy on
the international stage, leadership succession, and other policy matters. To read the full
National Day Rally 2016 speech, please go to the Prime Minister’s Office website via this link
http://www.pmo.gov.sg/national-day-rally-2016

http://www.pmo.gov.sg/national-day-rally-2016
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IN TUNE ISCA NEWS
NATIONAL DAY AWARDS 2016
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IN TUNE ISCA NEWS
LAUNCH OF NEW ISCA eSERVICES PORTAL TO
SERVE YOU BETTER
The Institute is pleased to announce the launch of our new ISCA eServices portal on August
15. With the new eServices portal, you can now access a host of membership services
under one roof anytime, anywhere, using a single integrated log-in account. These online
services are currently available:

Application for ISCA membership or CA (Singapore)
Update your profile and subscription preferences to receive the latest updates and information of
interest to you
Renew your ISCA membership
Register for CPE courses and events
Receive recommendations on suitable CPE courses
Download or print your training certificates (for courses taken on or after 1 January 2016)
Access your CPE records
Receive personalised email communications specially tailored for you
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We believe the new ISCA eServices portal will better meet your membership and training
needs. Update your personal profile and communication preferences by 30 September
2016, and stand a chance to win attractive prizes from the weekly and grand draws. Prizes
include an iPad Air 2 (one winner), $20 CapitaLand Vouchers (12 winners) and $20
Starbucks Cards (eight winners). Terms and conditions apply.
 
We hope you will find the new portal useful. For a list of frequently-asked questions, please
refer to FAQ. If you have any feedback or suggestions, please drop us an email.

http://isca.org.sg/eservices/faq
mailto:eservices@isca.org.sg
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IN TUNE ISCA NEWS

TAX’S OWN TPP IN ACTION
The recent months have accentuated the tax body’s ever-deepening relationship with
government agencies, with the dedicated aim of boosting the competency of the tax
profession. This tripartite programme (TPP), which involves government agencies, tax
professionals and the Singapore Institute of Accredited Tax Professionals (SIATP),
heightened when SIATP organised its first Tax Excellence Decoded (TED) session with the
Maritime and Port Authority (MPA) and the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS).
 
Held at the Asian Civilisations Museum at Empress Place, the event brought together the
shipping community and the tax profession. All the participants gained a deeper
understanding of the maritime schemes available for companies to tap into, and the
intricacies in tax computations companies may face.
 

IRAS and MPA officers clarified doubts and answered questions about schemes and tax computations.

http://www.siatp.org.sg/
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Participants networking during the tea break

Just days before the above, another TED session was successfully completed to a capacity
crowd to learn more about IE Singapore’s Global Trader Programme. Brought back by
popular demand, the session was presented by the specialist teams from IE Singapore and
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crowd to learn more about IE Singapore’s Global Trader Programme. Brought back by
popular demand, the session was presented by the specialist teams from IE Singapore and
IRAS. Through informative presentations which included the use of practical examples,
hands-on cases where participants had a go at working through the tax computations, and
ending with a robust question-and-answer session, much was gained by all present.

 

Tax professionals learnt about various e-filing processes from Principal Tax Officer Lydia Phua (pictured) and
Senior Tax Officer Tay Ee Lee.

Besides scaling up the competency path, tax agents in particular took greater steps forward
in adopting technology in the area of tax compliance. Facilitating tax agents in going
paperless and cruising the e-highway with confidence and clarity, IRAS officers provided the
participants with a step-by-step explanation of the e-filing processes for withholding tax,
PIC cash payouts and Form C-S/C. Participants also had a preview of the brand new e-
Services portal for Tax Agents; the portal’s useful tools and information created much
excitement among the audience.
 
The collaborations SIATP has with different government agencies continue to grow in
number, with the principal purpose of boosting technical excellence in tax. For more
information on how you, too, can leverage on these programmes to scale up your technical
knowledge, email SIATP.

mailto:enquiry@siatp.org.sg
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IN TUNE ISCA NEWS

VISION 2030: UN GLOBAL GOALS AND THE ROLE
OF THE ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION
Building on the success of the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which have come
to a close with the end of 2015, the United Nations (UN) has launched a more bold and
transformational agenda to take the world from now to 2030 via the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development. The agenda comprises 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
and 169 targets with “a vision for ending poverty, hunger, inequality and protecting the
Earth’s natural resources by 2030”. The new Goals are unique in that they call for action by
all countries, poor, rich and middle-income, to promote prosperity without compromising
the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs.
 
Achieving this tall vision requires transformational systemic change on an ambitious scale.
It is a momentous task that is by no means simple or straightforward. The challenges that
the Goals present must be addressed collectively. With this in mind, ICAEW and ISCA are
jointly asking the bold and challenging question: What should be the role of the
accountancy profession in helping businesses transform and deliver on the Goals?
 

(From left) ISCA CEO Lee Fook Chiew, ISCA member Tao Lei, ICAEW Immediate Past President Andrew Ratcliffe,
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(From left) ISCA CEO Lee Fook Chiew, ISCA member Tao Lei, ICAEW Immediate Past President Andrew Ratcliffe,
ISCA President Gerard Ee, and ISCA member Ng Meng Chong

GLOBAL GOALS, SHARED AMBITIONS
 
“Global Goals – Shared Ambition of Two Cities” was the second joint event organised by
ICAEW and ISCA this year but held for the first time in London for the Institutes’ members.
This collaboration was in accordance with the ICAEW-ISCA memorandum of understanding
signed in 2015 to combine our respective strengths to provide insights and help solve the
many pressing issues facing the accountancy profession locally and regionally.
 

An interactive group discussion on creating a vision for resilient and vibrant communities
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The “Global Goals – Shared Ambition of Two Cities” event, jointly organised by ICAEW and ISCA, was held in
London on June 29.

The event was timely as Singapore Exchange (SGX) had announced in June 2016 that all
Singapore-listed companies will have to publish a sustainability report, on a “comply or
explain” basis with effect from financial year ending on or after 31 December 2017. SGX felt
that the annual reporting of non-financial information will enhance the visibility of SGX-
listed companies among investors who seek sustainable investments and want to review a
company’s environmental, social and governance efforts. As top financial centres in the
world, both London and Singapore can take leadership in developing sustainability
reporting, which is a global initiative, into a common business language in our respective
regions.
 
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
 
The half-day event started with more than 40 participants being treated to an inspiring
video of what sustainable communities mean to different people in different parts of the
world. The participants were then asked for ideas on how all 17 SDGs can be achieved by
2030, and what the challenges will be. In the course of the discussions, the participants
discovered that SDG 11 “Sustainable Cities and Communities” is supported by the other 16
SDGs which are interconnected and interdependent. The participants highlighted that
prioritisation of the SDGs was key, and there must be collaborative efforts among people,
governments, businesses and institutions to create the necessary synergies for successful
implementation of the SDGs. Complex systems, clarity on root causes, identification of

shared values and having comparable measures were also actively discussed by the
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shared values and having comparable measures were also actively discussed by the
participants as possible challenges in getting started on the SDGs.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE PROFESSION
 
Rounding off the session, the participants discussed about the role of the profession in
supporting the SDGs. In the 21  century, accountants are viewed as strategic advisors to
businesses. This is rightly so given accountants’ presence across all sectors of business and
different business functions within an organisation. Accountants should leverage this
advantage and actively participate and shape business decisions that affect economies and
ultimately societal developments.
 
Accountancy is a trusted profession and we must continuously find new ways of adding
value to business and our society.
 

ISCA member Tao Lei sharing his views about how the accountancy profession can play a role in helping business
transform and deliver on the SDGs

REFLECTIONS
 
Two ISCA members who were at the event shared their thoughts about the role of the
accountancy profession in supporting the SDGs.
 

“This event offered an excellent opportunity for us to break away from the daily routine to

st
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“This event offered an excellent opportunity for us to break away from the daily routine to
reflect on our life and roles. I found it very meaningful to link our profession to our future
and sustainability. It was a great pleasure to meet fellow members from both Singapore
and London, and certainly interesting to see accountants thinking outside the box and
drawing pictures! I am looking forward to more events like this.” TAO LEI
 
“It was good to see ISCA driving the industry forward in the UN Sustainable Development
Goals and creating awareness among its members and bigger audiences. I read about this
UN project but did not realise that as a professional accountant, we can also do our part in
this global responsibility initiative. The session was interesting and definitely, some good
ideas were generated during the multiple brain-storming sessions.” LIM LEEPING
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IN TUNE ISCA NEWS
WHAT READERS THINK ABOUT IS CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT JOURNAL
With the launch of the IS Chartered Accountant digital journal in August 2015, the
Readership Survey was conducted from 15 April to 23 May 2016 to better understand what
our readers think about the content and mobile app features.
 
Based on the survey results, the journal continues to showcase its relevance with 78% of
respondents who strongly agree/agree that it is one of their major sources of information
on Accounting and Business.
 
Since the launch of the journal mobile app, 68% of respondents have been browsing the
monthly issues via their smartphones and tablets while 32% are reading the web version.
When asked to rate the features in the mobile app, “Offline Browsing” came up tops with a
score of 4.02 out of 5. This was closely followed by “Choose Font Size”, “Quick Glance” and
“Easy Search”. Overall, respondents found it easy to navigate across articles and sections
within the journal. Many concurred that with the mobile app, they can enjoy reading the
journal anywhere and anytime.
 
The editorial team would like to thank all respondents of the 2016 Readership Survey and
to our readers for their continued support of the journal. Our congratulations go to the 26
lucky draw winners who each received an attractive prize.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE READERSHIP SURVEY LUCKY DRAW WINNERS
 
1) Thoo Sheng Long Sxxxx319-D
2) Cheng Ai Nee Sxxxx050-J
3) Ma Phyu Syn Mon Sxxxx633-I
4) Tan Beng Poh Sxxxx010-H
5) Kenneth Boey Qiyang Sxxxx913-H
6) Chew Lay Ling Sxxxx375-C
7) Muhammad Adeel Javid Axxxxx762
8) Woo Lin Chze Sxxxx035-F
9) Ong Yeow Hua Sxxxx801-E
10) Koh Chee Hwee Sxxxx193-Z
11) Serene Ang Wanjing Sxxxx252-J
12) Chua E-Ling Sxxxx445-Z
13) Chua Xin Tian Sxxxx005-B
14) Chua Bee Ling Sxxxx361-G
15) Wong Ping Har Sxxxx859-B
16) Heng Fusheng Anselm Sxxxx584-E
17) Fadhillah Goh Kassim Sxxxx564-B
18) Low Chee Wei Ricky Sxxxx185-E
19) Wong Chung Wei Sxxxx005-A
20) Viviana Lim Meng Ying Sxxxx010-H
21) Phang Lee Kah Sxxxx026-A

22) Tang Shing Him Sxxxx168-C
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22) Tang Shing Him Sxxxx168-C
23) Aloysius Cheang Keng Kong Sxxxx555-A
24) Tony Po Jian Cheng Sxxxx929-C
25) Tay Hui Yan Sxxxx901-H
26) Ang Kwang Kau Sxxxx719-C
 

WHAT READERS SAY

“The ISCA journal keeps me up-to-date with the latest accounting news and provides very
useful case studies that are relevant to my work.” ALOYSIUS CHEANG, Principal
Management Consultant
 

“The journal covers a diverse range of topics and I find the featured articles thought-
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“The journal covers a diverse range of topics and I find the featured articles thought-
provoking and reader-friendly.” TANG SHING HIM, Treasury Manager, Singapore Power Ltd
 
“The journal provides timely and informative articles on trending issues such as ethics.
Personally, I find them very applicable for my job.” JOSEPHINE CHUA, Finance Lead,
National Volunteer and Philanthropy Centre
 
“The ISCA journal mobile app is very user-friendly and convenient, especially with features
such as the offline browsing and text resize. I’m now able to read on-the-go without
bringing the hard copy around.” ONG YEOW HUA, Audit Associate, KPMG
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IN TUNE ISCA NEWS

ISCA BREAKFAST TALK: AN INTRODUCTION TO
ROBOTICS PROCESS AUTOMATION
Automation is a strategic priority for companies seeking to boost agility and rationalise
costs. Increasingly, organisations are investing in technology to reduce manual intervention
and drive higher process efficiencies. On August 17, about 80 participants attended the
ISCA Breakfast Talk titled “An Introduction to Robotics Process Automation – and how it
affects the accounting and finance functions”. Helming the session were two speakers from
Tata Consultancy Services – Suneet Puri, Head of Business Process Services, Asia Pacific,
and Suryanarayana Rallapally, Head of Finance Transformation, Singapore.
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Tata Consultancy Services Head of Business Process Services, Asia Pacific, Suneet Puri, introduced Robotics
Process Automation to participants.

Mr Suryanarayana emphasised that it is critical to understand how Robotics Process
Automation (RPA) fits into the organisation’s overall strategy, and shared an evaluation
framework which features parameters that need to be examined before deployment of the
robotic processes. It includes factors such as transaction volume, stability of the current
operating ecosystem, IT landscape, cost of error, and static business rules (that is, are the
tasks manual and repetitive?). He rounded off the session with a case demonstration of
how companies can leverage RPA to better manage and streamline transactional activities
to drive greater efficiency and accuracy for the business.
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FRS 116: LEASES

BY
LIM JU MAY

BEAT THE DEADLINE
 
To the victor goes the glory. The starting pistol for FRS 116 will go off on 1 January 2019 for
companies with a December 31 year-end. How companies prepare today will determine the
type of future race course they encounter and how they finish in the FRS 116 2019 race.
 
In fact, many companies in the affected industry sectors, such as retail and airline, would
agree that the FRS 116 race began on 30 June 2016, upon issuance of the standard by the
Accounting Standards Council. This is because the implementation requirement of FRS 116
is akin to a marathon and not a century sprint.
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FRS 116 will be like a tsunami to affected entities that are not prepared. But to the well-
prepared, it is an opportunity to reap various benefits from the improved quality of
financial reporting. More importantly, companies which manage this well would
demonstrate to investors and other stakeholders the quality of their management, Board
of Directors and corporate governance.
 
Companies have slightly over two years to prepare and for affected companies, this is
actually a very short timeframe. It is thus critical for affected companies which have not
already started preparations to begin now.

BEYOND ACCOUNTING
 
For the accounting compliance requirements alone, preparing for FRS 116 is a massive
exercise with huge accounting implications and complexities. But the challenge goes
beyond the accounting department and accounting implementation – to the boardroom
where commercial and business considerations are equally if not more challenging.
Commercial aspects which include areas such as project/investment evaluation, lease
negotiations, re-assessment of contract terms and funding will need considerable time and
effort, and would involve other departments such as business, legal and treasury. The time
and effort required to address the commercial aspects of FRS 116 may be overlooked by
companies that do not have an in-depth understanding of the implications of FRS 116. This
may explain why the recent study by ISCA and Nanyang Business School, titled “Getting
ready for FRS 116 (Leases)”, found that half the companies surveyed have not started
making preparations to adopt/implement FRS 116. Singapore’s English business newsdaily
The Business Times reported on 26 August 2016 that “more than half (54%) of the
companies surveyed considered the challenge in adopting and implementing FRS 116 to be
moderate to major. Yet, most have not made preparations in terms of upgrading and
modifying their accounting information system, analysing the new standard’s tax
considerations, or preparing an implementation roadmap”.
 

… the challenge goes beyond the accounting department and accounting
implementation – to the boardroom where commercial and business

considerations are equally if not more challenging.

 
Going forward, lessees will recognise leases on the single on-balance sheet lease
accounting model, and account for operating leases in a manner similar to finance leases.
The new accounting standard, FRS 116 Leases does not change substantially the accounting
for finance lease under the old accounting standard FRS 17 Leases. The main difference
relates to the treatment of residual value guarantee provided by a lessee to a lessor, for
which FRS 116 requires that the lessee recognises only amounts expected to be payable
under residual value guarantees, rather than the maximum amount guaranteed, as
required by FRS 17.
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In an exclusive interview, Lee Fook Chiew, Chief Executive Officer of ISCA, speaks about
preparing for the impending changes.
 
1. How will the new accounting standard regarding the treatment of leases affect the
way businesses operate?

Under FRS 17, companies that lease assets which qualify as operating leases do not
recognise any lease liabilities (together with the corresponding right-of-use asset) on the
balance sheet. Lessors could always structure lease agreements so as to meet the
operating lease classification requirements, providing companies with the benefit of not
having to recognise these lease obligations on the balance sheet, which in most cases also
have the effect of reducing gearing.
 
Businesses that currently lease sizeable assets under “off-balance sheet operating leases”
may decide to reassess their business decisions on “buy or lease”. With off-balance sheet
operating leases required to be recognised on the balance sheet together with the
requirement to determine the interest charged in these leases, the efficiency of such leases
comes into question and companies may rethink how best to finance or operate their
business. For some, taking loans to buy assets may now be a more efficient way of
financing their business while for others, leasing could still be the preferred option.
Alternatively, they may decide to enter into service contracts instead of lease contracts, or
negotiate for shorter lease tenures to minimise the recognition of lease liabilities.
 
On the other hand, lessors also need to raise their game as they would now operate in a
more competitive environment in which there is little or no distinction between an
operating lease, a finance lease or an asset-backed loan, which are also provided by other
financial institutions. This is because from the lessees’ perspective, under the new FRS 116
Leases, operating leases will no longer be off-balance sheet, resulting in more debt on the
balance sheet (just like traditional debt instruments), front loading of total lease expenses,
and increased volatility. Total lease expenses are front loaded because higher interest
expenses are charged in earlier years together with typically straight-line depreciation of
right-of-use asset. Previously, lessors can differentiate themselves from other financiers like
banks in helping to keep financing off the balance sheet through operating leases (even in

marginal circumstances) as long as the financing structure meets the criteria stipulated
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marginal circumstances) as long as the financing structure meets the criteria stipulated
under FRS 17 in form. With the new standard, this advantage for lessors is nullified.
 

… lessors also need to raise their game as they would now operate in a more
competitive environment in which there is little or no distinction between an

operating lease, a finance lease or an asset-backed loan, which are also
provided by other financial institutions.

 
With the new financial reporting standard, key financial metrics such as gearing, liquidity
and return on capital will be affected, which will in turn impact assessments of a company’s
operating performance and credit worthiness, as well as possibly cost of borrowings. More
importantly, with more debt on the balance sheet, businesses may now find themselves
breaching their financial debt covenants and risk loan defaults (which were agreed with
lenders based on previous financing reporting standards).
 
For businesses that obtain important economic benefits from lease transactions such as
financing and reduced exposure to risks of asset ownership, switching from leasing to
buying would not be a viable option. Such businesses may consider switching to service
contracts if they can forego their rights over the control of the use of the leased assets.
 
2. Which industries will be most affected and how can they prepare for the changes?

The airline, retail, travel, transportation, telecommunications, and energy sectors will be
more affected than others, as businesses in these industries tend to lease big-ticket items.
 
To prepare for the change, companies will first need to identify arrangements that are lease
contracts or contain a lease in accordance with a “right-to-control the use of an asset”
framework. This is the most challenging aspect of FRS 116 and requires the exercise of
substantial judgement because the line between a lease contract and a service contract can
be blurred at times.
 
Companies should first perform an initial scoping of all arrangements that may contain a
lease. The next step would be for the terms of the arrangements to be scrutinised and
examined for the existence of stipulated rights to determine if the arrangement is a lease.
The Leases Roadmap by ISCA provides guidance for companies to perform a step-by-step
assessment of each stipulated right in determining whether an arrangement contains a
lease.
 
Designing systems, processes and controls to capture, store and validate lease data is
another important preparation step. IT and accounting systems need to be equipped to
perform lease calculations and to generate the information to satisfy the requirements of
the new leases standard. Taking the necessary steps to identify existing system gaps would
aid companies in deciding whether to upgrade their existing systems or to invest in new
software solutions or IT systems.
 
Companies should also ensure timely communications with stakeholders on the impact of
the new leasing standard, kick-start re-negotiations on financial debt covenants on existing
and future financing arrangements, and consider tax consequences.
 
3. What do companies and auditors need to do to ensure smooth implementation of
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3. What do companies and auditors need to do to ensure smooth implementation of
this new set of accounting rules? 

To ensure the smooth implementation, both companies and auditors need to commence
preparations and stakeholder communications early. By now, companies should have an
implementation roadmap in place, and commenced impact assessments, while taking into
consideration materiality and the practical expedients for short-term leases and leases of
low-value assets.
 
Auditors need to engage their clients early to kick-start discussions and agree on the audit
plan to address the new accounting rule for leases. For audit engagements with significant
off-balance sheet operating leases, it is advisable that auditors first discuss and agree with
their clients on the feasibility of their implementation roadmap. Subsequent audit
procedures can then be performed interlaced with the client’s implementation roadmap, on
a piecemeal basis.
 
4.  Now that “operating leases” are on the balance sheet for lessees, how far does this
go towards meeting investors’ needs, and strengthening market confidence?

With the new standard, financial statements would provide a more faithful representation
of a company’s financial position and greater transparency about the company’s financial
leverage and capital employed. Investors would see such leases reported on the lessees’
balance sheets and have a more complete picture of the assets controlled and used in
operations, as well as unavoidable lease payments. This helps investors better assess and
compare the financial leverage and operating flexibility of companies.
 
Under the existing accounting standard for leases, information about a company’s
undiscounted commitments for off-balance sheet leases are provided in the notes to the
financial statements. While  more sophisticated investors could use this information to
estimate assets and liabilities arising from such leases, many investors, especially retail
investors, are not in a position to make such adjustments and do not have visibility on
information such as the actual financial leverage of companies.
 
The new standard would pave the way for a more level playing field for all investors and
companies, resulting in the strengthening of market confidence. Hence, limiting operating
leases as a mechanism for off-balance sheet financing is a significant step towards
increased transparency and comparability in financial reporting between companies that
lease and those that borrow to buy.
 

The new standard would pave the way for a more level playing field for all
investors and companies, resulting in the strengthening of market

confidence.

 
While the new standard is a step in the right direction, investors should be mindful that not
all lease obligations are captured in the financial statements. This is because particular
requirements on variable lease payments have been substantially simplified to address
concerns about costs and complexity. Variable lease payments linked to future
performance or use of an underlying asset are excluded from the measurement of lease
liabilities.
CLOSING REMARKS
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CLOSING REMARKS
 
This is the third article in ISCA’s series of articles on leases, with a call for companies to
start thinking about the implications of FRS 116 on their business and to commence
preparations early.
 
Early preparation is vital. This message also came through loud and clear during ISCA’s
Singapore Accountancy Convention in August, where a panel of distinguished members
including an accounting standard-setter, CFOs, analysts and practitioners, had discussed
the implications of FRS 116 on businesses and decision-making, implementation challenges
faced by preparers, benefits to analysts and investors, and the necessary steps to take in
order to embrace the new leasing accounting requirements
 
Five questions for a CFO to ask when preparing the FRS 116 implementation roadmap
 
Q1. Does my accounting team have adequate knowledge and understanding of the
accounting requirements of FRS 116, do I know the impact on key financial metrics/ratios
(example, gearing, EBITA, liquidity, return on capital), and am I able to prepare post-FRS 116
mock-up financial statements?
 
Q2. Will my debt covenants be affected and do I need to engage the banks?
 
Q3. Do I need to change my business model and re-negotiate my leases contracts?
 
Q4. Do I need to align my processes and internal controls to capture the required data?
 
Q5. Is my IT and accounting system robust enough to handle the FRS 116 requirements?  
 
Five “non-accounting” areas companies must consider when implementing FRS 116
 
1. Time, involvement and resources required of other departments such as treasury, IT,
internal audit, legal and business departments
 
2. Resources consideration, for example, is there a need for a task force committee?
 
3. Key performance indicator re-assessments
 
4. Tax and dividend policy considerations
 
5. Engage internal (example, board of directors, audit committees) and external
stakeholders (example, analysts, investors)
 

 
Lim Ju May is Deputy Director, Financial Reporting Standards & Corporate Reporting, ISCA.
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MEMBER PROFILE: CHRIS LIEW, CA
(SINGAPORE), CHAIRMAN, RSM RISK ADVISORY
PTE LTD
BY
WANDA TAN

A CREDIT TO THE PROFESSION
 
When Malaysian-born Chris Liew began his career in 1968 as a factory accountant in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, becoming Accountant-General of Singapore was the furthest thing from
his mind. Nearly five decades later, the 71-year-old, who took up Singapore citizenship in
1978, has achieved that and more through his vast management, accounting, assurance
and consulting experience in the private and public sectors on both sides of the causeway.
That accountancy was a profession he self-admittedly “stumbled into” makes his
accomplishments even more impressive.
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RISING THROUGH THE RANKS

Mr Liew’s first exposure to the subject came while taking a “Principles of Accounting” class
in secondary school in Malaysia. He went on to study at the Singapore Polytechnic, as he
was intrigued by the then-newly-created Bachelor of Accountancy degree.
 
“In 1964, Singapore Polytechnic replaced its Diploma in Accountancy programme with a
degree course awarded by the University of Singapore (now National University of
Singapore). I was among the second batch of students to enrol in the course in 1965, and
graduated in 1968,” he recalls. “My accountancy training provided the framework on which I
built my career… (and it) has brought me a variety of work.”
 
He worked for three years in Kuala Lumpur after graduation, mostly at British agency house
Harrisons & Crosfield, which at that time was the agency house managing the largest
acreage of rubber and oil palm plantations around the country. In 1971, he returned to
Singapore to be closer to his then-girlfriend who is now his wife. And like his father who
had been a civil servant in Malaysia, Mr Liew joined the Accountant-General’s Department
of the Ministry of Finance. There, he would stay until 1995, occupying the post of
Accountant-General during the last 11 years of his tenure.
 
The corporate sphere soon beckoned Mr Liew, and he left the public sector. He initially
joined Pidemco Land (prior to the company being transferred from Temasek Holdings to
Singapore Technologies), and was later transferred to the headquarters of Singapore
Technologies where he served an eight-year stint and led a team of 24 auditors. He went on
to set up his own firm, Ethos Advisory, in 2005, which was merged with RSM Chio-Lim in
2011. Since then, he has been Chairman of the Risk Advisory division at RSM – the largest
accounting, business advisory and solutions group outside the Big Four firms in Singapore.
 
One observation that the former Accountant-General makes of today’s workforce, including
at RSM, is the tendency for people to switch companies every two or three years. “It’s good
(to try different jobs at first) to find out where your interests lie. But if you move around too
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(to try different jobs at first) to find out where your interests lie. But if you move around too
much, you will only be able to gain superficial knowledge of how things work in a company
before you can make a real difference there.” This would spell a loss both for the
organisation and the employees. “An organisation incurs costs in training its staff to be
more effective. If you don’t stay long enough, the company cannot recoup those costs. Over
time, if your CV reads like a laundry list, companies may have reservations hiring you.”
 

ETHICS MATTERS
 
Based on his experience, Mr Liew notes that different mindsets are required when working
in the public and private sectors. “In the public sector, you need to deal with policies and
fulfil statutory duties through a whole-of-government approach. The private sector is
narrower and more profit-focused.”
 
When it comes right down to it, however, there is not much difference in that all
accountants – regardless of which sector they are involved in – must carry out their
responsibilities to the best of their abilities. “Over the years, I have seen people bring the
profession into disrepute as well as people who are a credit to the profession. (We should
strive to) emulate the latter.” This means behaving in an ethical manner, demonstrating a
high degree of professionalism and nurturing a sense of social responsibility – traits that
transcend all professions. For example, Mr Liew brings up the golden rule of treating others
the way one would want to be treated; instead of tripping up competitors to get ahead, one
should compete with them on a level playing field.
 

… behaving in an ethical manner, demonstrating a high degree of
professionalism and nurturing a sense of social responsibility – traits that

transcend all professions.

 
Ethical behaviour is at the core of Singapore’s continuing growth as an international
financial centre. In the absence of scrupulous accounting professionals, investors and the
public would lack confidence in the reliability of a company’s financial reports and
corporate disclosures. Thus, they play a vital role in preserving Singapore’s reputation as a
trusted business hub with robust corporate governance practices and regulatory
environment.
 
It is in this respect that the benefits of joining ISCA are derived. “Any professional
organisation has its own set of ethics and standards,” he says. In particular, ISCA members
must adhere to the ISCA Code, modelled after IESBA’s Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants and ACRA’s Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics for Public Accountants
and Accounting Entities. The ISCA Code lays out the fundamental ethical principles for
professional accountants, and provides a conceptual framework to apply those principles in
public practice and in business. “As a member, I will do my part to uphold those values.”
 
As one matures, Mr Liew adds, it is important to not only subscribe to such codes of
conduct but to also contribute and give back to the profession and to society as a whole. In
his case, Mr Liew was previously a Council Member of ICPAS (the precursor to ISCA) and
served on the Public Accountants Board prior to its absorption into ACRA. He has also sat

on the Boards and Committees of various public- and private-sector organisations and
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on the Boards and Committees of various public- and private-sector organisations and
charitable bodies, including Temasek Holdings and the Singapore Red Cross Society.
 
Volunteering for the Singapore Red Cross (SRC) is a cause that is especially close to his
heart, as evidenced by the 20-plus years he has done so in different financial capacities. A
recipient of the SRC Distinguished Service Award and the SRC Outstanding Service Award,
Mr Liew considers voluntary service in charitable institutions as being equally important as
working in a public or private accounting organisation.
 
“For any profession and its institutions to fulfil their roles, all who are in a position to do
their part should do so. The same applies to charities and charitable institutions. If
professionals do not play their part and make meaningful contributions, there will be
limited progress and stagnation.”
 

LIVING IN THE COMPUTER AGE
 
A father of two, the septuagenarian enjoys spending time with his family, which expanded
three years ago with the birth of his first grandchild. Having played team and individual
sports such as football and tennis during his younger days, he is now a keen golfer and
goes on golf vacations with his friends every now and then.
 
Mr Liew also likes to read magazines and articles on topics that interest him – whether
pertaining to professional issues, current affairs or leisure pursuits – acquiring new bits of
knowledge in the process. Another hobby he has picked up is gardening. “I have a small
garden at home, where I cultivate more than 30 bonsai-like plants. These need to be
trimmed continuously and repotted periodically, otherwise, I will have a lot of catch-up
work to do.”
 
Indeed, the same could be said about the accountancy profession itself – accountants must
continuously improve their computer literacy and other skills. The advent of
computerisation and intelligent systems has removed the need to perform many mundane
manual tasks, such as closing ledger accounts and preparing trial balances. It is imperative
that accountants keep up with these changes, so they can free up time to concentrate on
more value-adding activities.
 
“Maybe one reason I overtook my contemporaries at the Ministry of Finance was that I
actively learnt how to use (computerised accounting software). I worked closely with our in-
house systems analysts and programmers from the Computer Services Department,” says
Mr Liew. “Accountants need to constantly upgrade themselves so they don’t fall behind.”
 
 

CAREER MILESTONES

1984: Accountant-General, Ministry of Finance, Singapore
1995: General Manager, Corporate Services, Pidemco Land Limited
1996: Group Director, Internal Audit, Singapore Technologies Pte Ltd
2005: Managing Director, Ethos Advisory Pte Ltd
2011 to present: Chairman, RSM Risk Advisory Pte Ltd
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Wanda Tan is a contributing writer.
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ONE YOUNG WORLD SUMMIT 2016
BY
INDUSTRY SUPPORT, ISCA

IDENTIFYING A RISING STAR TO REPRESENT ISCA
 
The search for the best and brightest young talent aged 30 years and under to represent
ISCA at this year’s One Young World Summit was launched in June. The competition
attracted 24 entries, all of whom were eyeing the opportunity to attend this year’s event in
Ottawa, Canada. There was good representation of candidates from across various
industries and backgrounds, including auditors from the Big Four accounting firms,
professional accountants in business and accounting undergraduates from local
universities.
 
The competition required applicants to record a one-minute video to convince the judging
panel that they are the ideal candidate to represent ISCA at the summit. From these videos,
we could discern their creativity as they employed various avenues of presentation which
included storytelling, acting and animation. In addition to the video, applicants were asked
to submit an essay on their personal experiences and opinions on one of these five topics –
Community Involvement, Sustainability & Corporate Social Responsibility,
Entrepreneurship, Leadership, and Influence & Innovation. The essays were judged for
content, clarity and language.
 
Selecting this year’s representative is a panel of five judges comprising ISCA’s senior
management and members of ISCA’s Young Professional Advisory Committee. After
screening all the videos and essays, six finalists were shortlisted for an interview with the
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screening all the videos and essays, six finalists were shortlisted for an interview with the
judges. The competition was tough and the finalists represent the best of a group of bright
young individuals. We congratulate them on making the cut for the final round.
 
Wesley Lye, assistant manager at PwC Singapore, was the eventual winner. The judges were
impressed by his creativity and maturity of thought process in the preliminary round of
screening. Wesley’s passion and active engagement in community service projects were
also lauded by the judges during the interview. They felt that his active engagement with
youths outside of work prepares him well for deeper engagement with youths from all over
the world at the summit.
 
A delighted Wesley said, “The One Young World Summit is truly a rare opportunity to
interact with so many other passionate young leaders! I am excited to dialogue with fellow
delegates and counsellors in Canada, and I am looking forward to seeing what fresh ideas
may be ignited.”
 
Soh Suat Lay, Deputy Director, ISCA, was one of the five judges. She said, “Sometimes, we
can be so absorbed in whatever we are doing that we may forget to celebrate the little
milestones reached and the impact of our actions on the people around us. Hence, this
competition presents an opportunity for our young people to take a break from the daily
grind and reflect on their goals and achievements.
 
“As a young accounting professional and youth leader, I believe that Wesley would be able
to influence and share his personal and professional values and ideals via this global
platform. His experiences and insights while serving the community could potentially
invoke like-minded individuals to take a step back and contribute to the profession and
society. At the same time, we hope that Wesley will be equally inspired by the speakers and
young leaders as he goes on to make valuable new connections in Ottawa, and to share
them with us.”
 
The One Young World Summit will take place in Ottawa, Canada, from September 28 and
October 1 this year. As a sponsored candidate, Wesley will be attending the global youth
summit as an ambassador for ISCA, and also as part of the delegation from Chartered
Accountants Worldwide. With an impressive line-up of conference delegates from around
the world, this will be a once-in-a-lifetime experience for Wesley. We hope that he will find
the journey enjoyable and insightful.
 
To find out more, please see One Young World.
 
About OYW Summit
 
There are so many young people who want and are committed to making a difference and
a positive change to the world, but do not know how to go about doing it. One Young World
engages and provides opportunities to these young people!
           
The annual One Young World Summit brings together inspiring young people from around
the world to debate, share their ideas and experiences, and work with peers to formulate
and share innovative solutions to address urgent global issues. Since inception in 2009, the
summit has gathered a total of more than 8,000 young leaders from 196 countries.
Delegates were also joined by a line-up of globally influential political and business figures
such as Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, Sir Bob Geldof, Kofi Annan, Sir Richard
Branson, Professor Muhammad Yunus, Adrianna Huffington, and many more.
PROFILE OF SHORTLISTED APPLICANTS

http://www.oneyoungworld.com/
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUALS WHO MADE IT TO THE FINAL ROUND OF THE
COMPETITION
 
Edward Yee, 21
Year 2 Double Degree in Business & Accounting
Nanyang Technological University
 
Despite his busy schedule as a first-year business and accounting undergraduate, Edward
sits on the management committee of the Dyslexia Association of Singapore Alumni, and
also volunteers his time as a committee member of Youth Horizons. While juggling his
studies and community work, Edward is also a co-founder of a start-up firm that aims to
make a difference in the Singapore education landscape.
 
Alan Lim, 26
Audit Assistant
Ernst & Young LLP
 
After graduating with an accountancy degree and a second major in strategic management
from the Singapore Management University (SMU), Alan joined EY as an audit assistant.
Back at SMU, he was the vice president of the Student’s Association, representing the
school at international and national levels – ASEAN Student Leaders Forum in Bangkok, and
MOE Dialogue between Minister and Local University Representatives.
 
Redgie Custorio, 26
Audit Senior Associate
PwC Singapore
 
Redgie joined PwC Singapore’s assurance practice in 2013. In her current role at PwC, she
leads teams in the audit of various real estate, retail, and research and development
clients. Beyond work, Redgie also plays an active role at International Baptist Church,
serving as the children and youth choirs’ director. She has also planned several annual local
and overseas mission trips to Indonesia, Malaysia, and Philippines.
 
Lan Ruixian, 25
Audit Senior
Deloitte Singapore
 

Ruixian joined the Deloitte Accelerated Career Program in 2015 and was recently promoted
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Ruixian joined the Deloitte Accelerated Career Program in 2015 and was recently promoted
to Audit Senior under the assurance function. As part of his work, he was involved in the
audit of public-listed companies and large private companies. During his spare time,
Ruixian enjoys singing. He was the chairperson of the NTU choir, where he led the team in
several choir competitions, concerts and festivals.
 
Wesley Lye, 28
Assistant Manager
PwC Singapore
 
Wesley joined PwC in 2012 and is currently an assistant manager, specialising in statutory
audit for financial institutions (banking and capital markets). As a member of the PwC
Corporate Responsibility Committee, Wesley has been actively involved in organising firm-
wide service projects such as Banda Street 2013 and 2015. Besides work, Wesley volunteers
regularly in the local community, and has been doing so for the past 14 years. Beyond our
shores, he has also participated in five overseas community service trips to Malaysia,
Cambodia and Laos, three of which he helped to coordinate. Wesley is currently serving as
a youth ministry leader at the Church of the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
 
Tham Ying Ling, 24
Management Associate
RE&S Enterprises Pte Ltd
 
Upon graduating with first-class honours in accountancy and business from NTU, Ying Ling
embarked on a career with RE&S Enterprises as a management associate. Her experience at
the leading regional food services company, which develops brands such as Kuishin Bo and
Ichiban Boshi, includes project management, trend analysis, and coordination of risk
management efforts firm-wide. Back at NTU, Ying Ling actively participated and competed
in case competitions – her team was the NUS Case National Champion in 2013.
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BY
ISABEL SIM, ALFRED LOH AND TEO CHEE KHIANG

THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF CHARITIES (PART 2)
 
Charities rely largely on donations and grants from individuals, government entities and
other organisations to carry out their charitable activities. They are expected to utilise their
funding responsibly and in an accountable manner. In the first part of the article “The
Regulatory Framework of Charities” (published in the July issue of IS Chartered Accountant
journal), we provided an overview of the regulatory framework which governs the
operations of Charities and promote accountability in the sector – such as the Charities Act
and Code of Governance for Charities and Institutions of a Public Character (IPC).
Additionally, a common mechanism to promote accountability is via the formal financial
reporting process. In this second part of the article, we extend our discussion to examine
the accounting standards tailored for the sector – more specifically, the Charities
Accounting Standard (CAS).

FINANCIAL REPORTING FRAMEWORK FOR CHARITIES
 
Many countries, including Singapore, have adopted the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) promulgated by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) to
regulate financial reporting of Charities.  However, one common argument against IFRS is
that the standards have been designed for the for-profit sector, and hence may need to
undergo adjustment to suit non-profit entities. In view of this, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) in the US had, in 2015, proposed sector-specific reporting
standards for non-profit entities. According to Lee Klumpp, a member of the FASB’s Not-for-
Profit Advisory Committee, a fundamental goal of the proposal is to “make it easier for non-
profit organisations to tell their stories and, at the same time, the people that rely on this
information will obtain more clarity about the nature of the financial figures – how they
were developed and what they really mean.”
 
It has also been recognised that a “one-size-fits-all” financial reporting approach may not be
suitable for Charities, given their varied nature of operations and differing sizes. Thus,
tiered or modified financial reporting frameworks have been introduced elsewhere to
facilitate simpler and more relevant reporting. For instance, New Zealand adopts a four-tier
system that makes available simpler financial reporting frameworks for smaller or eligible
Charities. In the UK, Charities can opt for the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller
Entities (FRSSE) if they meet the necessary criteria. Similarly, Charities in Singapore can opt
to adopt the CAS.

CHARITIES ACCOUNTING STANDARD
 
Introduced in 2011, the CAS is a simpler financial reporting framework that is tailored to the
needs of Charities. It was developed based on the requirements of the FRS, taking into
account the context and circumstances relevant to the Charity sector. The CAS serves as an

alternative set of accounting standards to the FRS, which also regulates the preparation

1

https://www.charities.gov.sg/Documents/Code_of_Governance_for_Charities_and_IPCs_%28English%29.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/PAR-03-2012-0009
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/nba.30087
http://www.grantthornton.co.nz/Publications/Corporates/new-financial-reporting-requirements-helping-the-Not-for-Profit-sector-navigate-complexity.html
https://www.charities.govt.nz/new-reporting-standards/which-tier-will-i-use/
http://www.charitysorp.org/choosing-the-right-sorp/
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alternative set of accounting standards to the FRS, which also regulates the preparation
and presentation of financial statements for eligible Charities. It aims to better meet the
needs of the Charity sector by making it easier for Charities to comply with the financial
reporting requirements and provide information that is fit-for-purpose to stakeholders.
 
The objectives of the CAS are to:

Improve the quality of financial reporting environment of Charities;
Enhance the relevance, comparability and understandability of information presented in the financial
statements of Charities;
Assist those who are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements of Charities, and
Reduce diversity in accounting practice and presentation across Charities.

In essence, the CAS captures the relevant requirements that are largely applicable to the
local charity sector and simplifies the reporting and disclosure processes. For instance, the
CAS excludes some FRS requirements that are not applicable to Charities. It also prescribes
how Charities should present their Statement of Financial Activities to give donors,
beneficiaries as well as the general public greater insights as to how they receive and apply
their income to meet their charitable objectives. Table 1 highlights some key differences
between the CAS and the FRS.
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Woo E-Sah, Audit Partner of RSM Chio Lim LLP, is of the opinion that the CAS provides a
simpler reporting framework for Charities in terms of recognition, measurement, disclosure
and presentation. Here, she highlights some main areas that have been simplified.
 

INTERVIEW WITH WOO E-SAH, AUDIT PARTNER, RSM CHIO LIM LLP
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Woo E-Sah serves as the industry leader of RSM Chio Lim LLP’s Not-for-Profit Organisation
(NPO) and Healthcare Practice. Her NPO team has assisted various NPOs with Audit, Tax,
Advisory and Business Support Services. In the following interview excerpt, Ms Woo
provides her expert opinion on the benefits of the CAS.
 
“CAS aims to provide a simpler framework for Charities in terms of recognition,
measurement, disclosure and presentation.”  
 
As highlighted by Ms Woo, some significant areas that have been simplified are:
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ADDRESSING CONCERNS WITH ADOPTING THE CAS

Although the CAS is intended to provide a simpler financial reporting framework for
Charities, the CAS has yet to be widely adopted. Based on submitted financial statements in
2014 and 2015, only approximately 40% of the Charities have adopted CAS. Ms Woo
believes that it could be beneficial for all Charities to adhere to the CAS. She says, “By
making the CAS mandatory for all Charities, there will not be a mismatch for Charities
adopting the FRS or the CAS on the presentation of financial statements and recognition of
grants and donations. It also enhances comparability among Charities if similar standards
are adopted.”
 
Table 2 summarises the reasons provided by Charities, in a 2015 survey conducted during
the inaugural townhall meeting organised by the Centre for Social Development Asia and
the Charity Council, for the low uptake of CAS.
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Some Charities also harbour misunderstandings towards the CAS, thinking that the CAS is
of a “lower” standard than the FRS and thus, do not see the appeal of the CAS. In response,
Gerard Ee, President of ISCA and Chairman of the Charity Council, comments that this
perception is incorrect. He explains that the CAS is simply a subset of the FRS with less
extensive reporting requirements and as such, can benefit smaller Charities. Hence, he
concludes, “It is a question of need rather than a question of higher order.”
 
Ms Woo also addresses the technical misconception about fund accounting. She explains
that contrary to what some may believe, the disclosure of either income and expenditure
statement or balance sheet by fund categories does not only apply to Charities adopting
the CAS. Fund accounting  remains the key feature of Charity accounting and is not in
conflict with the FRS. In reality, Charities adopting the FRS are encouraged to adopt the
presentation format of the SOFA as required by the CAS.
 
To further assist Charities, Ms Woo believes that accountants or auditors should also come
forward and help Charities understand the similarities and differences between the FRS
and CAS, and thereby make an informed decision in their choice.

CONCLUSION
 
Charities are often volunteer-driven organisations, made up of committed individuals
working for a cause. They are stewards of the public’s trust, and are held to a high standard
of integrity that they will use donations as promised. A strong regulatory framework will
help to promote greater accountability of the Charity sector. To further earn the public
trust, an organisation could also look into improving its organisational governance –
through the development of a framework and guidance on risk management, internal
control and fraud deterrence. However, as more than half of Charities in Singapore are
small in terms of their income size, many may not have formal hierarchies of management.

Therefore, accountants could play an important role in helping these Charities develop a

4
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Therefore, accountants could play an important role in helping these Charities develop a
corporate-type management structure, and institute financial management practices that
could be systematically used to prevent misuse and misappropriation of assets, such as
occurring through theft or embezzlement. We will examine these aspects in the next article.
 

 
Dr Isabel Sim is Senior Research Fellow, Department of Social Work, Faculty of Arts and
Social Sciences, National University of School (NUS) as well as Director (Projects), Centre for
Social Development (Asia). Associate Professor Alfred Loh and Professor Teo Chee Khiang
are both from the Department of Accounting, NUS Business School. The writers gratefully
acknowledge the contributions of Gong Yuan, Claribel Low and Persa Chowdhury, Research
Interns, NUS.
 

 
 While Singapore has adopted substantially all IFRS issued by the IASB as SFRS, full

convergence with IFRS for listed companies will only be achieved for FYs beginning on or
after 1 January 2018.
 
 Adapted from Woo E-Sah (2012). “Framework for charities”, AB Singapore magazine, Vol 15

Issue 5, 51-54
 
 Adapted from our interview with Woo E-Sah, as well as an article authored by Suhaimi

Salleh, CEO of SSA Consulting Group Pte Ltd.
 
 Under fund accounting, separate accounts have to be kept to differentiate the movements

of restricted, unrestricted and designated funds.
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https://issuu.com/accaglobal_publications/docs/ab_sg_may12_comp?e=1142456/2609376
https://www.charitycouncil.org.sg/en/Resources%20For%20You/Blog/Charities%20Accounting%20Standard.aspx
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ISCA ISSUES GUIDANCE FOR CAPITAL MARKET TRANSACTIONS
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ISCA issued Audit Guidance Statement (AGS) 11 Comfort Letters and Due Diligence
Meetings (the Statement) in June 2016, effective for engagements where the engagement
letter for the appointment as reporting auditors is dated on or after 1 September 2016.
This Statement is intended to provide guidance to reporting auditors in the context of an
offering of securities in Singapore, where the issue managers, sponsors, managers and/or
underwriters (collectively referred to in this article as “issue managers”) do not require and
have not requested reporting auditors to provide limited assurance on subsequent changes
in specified financial statement items from the end of the period for which relevant
financial statements have been subject to an audit or a review in accordance with
Singapore Standards on Auditing or Singapore Standards on Review Engagements.

INVESTMENT CIRCULAR AND CHARACTERS IN AN OFFERING OF SECURITIES
 
An investment circular is a document (including a prospectus, offering memorandum,
circular to shareholders or similar document, issued by an issuer pursuant to the Listing
Rules) relating to listed or unlisted securities on which it is intended that a third party
would make an investment decision.
 
Characters in an offering of securities are the issuer, reporting auditor and issue manager.
An issuer is any company or other legal person, real estate investment trusts (REITS) and
business trusts, any of whose equity or debt securities are the subject of an application for
listing or some of whose equity or debt securities are already listed. The directors of the
issuer are responsible for the completeness and accuracy of the investment circular, and its
compliance with regulatory requirements.
 
A reporting auditor is a certified public accountant engaged to prepare public reports and
letters for inclusion in, or private letters in connection with, an investment circular. An issue
manager is an entity appointed under the Listing Rules by an issuer to sponsor and manage
its application for listing on the Mainboard of the Singapore Exchange (SGX). Similarly, a
sponsor is an entity appointed under the Listing Rules by an issuer to sponsor its
application for listing on Catalist.

DISCLOSURE-BASED REGULATORY REGIME AND DUE DILIGENCE DEFENCE
 
One of the key objectives of the Securities and Futures Act, Cap 289 (SFA) is to promote
adequate, accurate and timely disclosures to enable investors to make informed
investment decisions. In the case of an offer of securities by a corporation, Section 240 of
the SFA requires an offer of securities to be made in or accompanied by a registered
prospectus. Section 243 stipulates that a prospectus must contain all the information that a
person and his professional advisers would reasonably need to make an informed
assessment of the securities being offered as well as other information prescribed by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) in the Securities and Futures (Offers of Investments)
(Shares and Debentures) Regulations 2005 (SFR).
 
Sections 253 and 254 of the SFA impose criminal and civil liabilities respectively for any
false or misleading statement in or omission of material information from a prospectus.
 
Section 255 of the SFA provides a due diligence defence against prospectus liability if a
person proves that he has made all reasonable inquiries into the circumstances and has
reasonable grounds to believe that there was no false or misleading statement in or

material omission from the prospectus. The provision places the onus on the issuer and its
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material omission from the prospectus. The provision places the onus on the issuer and its
advisers to ensure adequate and accurate disclosures in the prospectus.
 
Under the SGX Mainboard Listing Manual, Listing Rule 111 requires an issuer to appoint an
issue manager to sponsor the listing. Listing Rule 114 states that as an overriding principle,
directors and executive officers of the issuer are responsible for the accuracy of the
information submitted to the SGX. Listing Rule 114 goes on to provide two further
principles:
 
(a)     That the issue manager must exercise due care and diligence in ensuring the
completeness and accuracy of the information contained in an application, and
 
(b)     That the issue manager must ensure that the SGX is informed of all matters which
should be brought to its attention.
 
Hence, a due diligence investigation will be undertaken by issue managers to enable them
to fulfil their obligations under the Listing Rules and/or the guidelines recommended by the
International Capital Markets Association. It is not usually practical for issue managers to
carry out such an investigation entirely by themselves, so they will often ask for
professional assistance to provide them with comfort in certain areas outside of the
historical financial information. Such assistance may be provided by reporting auditors in
the form of a comfort letter and/or agreeing to answer questions at a due diligence or
verification meeting. The Statement provides guidance on the appropriate conduct of
reporting auditors before and during due diligence or verification meetings.

ROLE OF A REPORTING AUDITOR
 
In connection with the issuance of an investment circular by an issuer, reporting auditors
may be requested by issue managers to perform procedures to provide comfort in respect
of the integrity of certain information disclosed in the investment circular, or to comment
on changes in selected financial statement items subsequent to the latest period reported
on in the reporting auditors’ report.  The Statement focuses on the issuance of a comfort
letter and the participation in a due diligence or verification meeting in these
circumstances.
 
There is no Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289) requirement or Listing Rules
requirement for reporting auditors to provide a comfort letter covered by this Statement to
issue managers.
 
By providing a comfort letter or participating in a due diligence or verification meeting,
reporting auditors lend credibility to the information on which their comments are made.
Hence, it is important that the procedures to be undertaken relate only to matters to which
their professional competence is relevant, and are performed in accordance with the
Statement.

SCOPE OF WORK OF A REPORTING AUDITOR
 
The scope of work in an engagement under the Statement encompasses procedures in
respect of selected financial information and in respect of subsequent changes in historical
financial information included in the investment circular. This work should be planned and
performed in accordance with the Statement and with reference to the principles in other
relevant standards issued by ISCA. In respect of selected financial statements and non-
financial information, the reporting auditors report the procedures carried out and the
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financial information, the reporting auditors report the procedures carried out and the
findings obtained. Accordingly, in planning and performing this work, the reporting auditors
should refer to the principles in SSRS 4400 Engagements to Perform Agreed-Upon
Procedures Regarding Financial Information.
 
Only issue managers can determine the information on which comfort is required and the
procedures that will provide the required degree of comfort on that information.
Consequently, it is important for reporting auditors, the issuer’s management and issue
managers to reach an early understanding and agreement as to the requirements of the
issue managers and the procedures the reporting auditors can properly perform.
 
While responsibility for determining the appropriateness and sufficiency of the procedures
required for the purposes of the issue managers rests with them, the reporting auditors
have a professional responsibility not to be associated with information that they believe,
or have reason to believe, is false or misleading.
 

… it is important for reporting auditors, the issuer’s management and issue
managers to reach an early understanding and agreement as to the

requirements of the issue managers and the procedures the reporting
auditors can properly perform.

FOUR PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE STATEMENT

(a)     Only the issue managers can determine what is sufficient for a reasonable due
diligence investigation in connection with their obligations under the Listing Rules.
 
(b)     The issue managers may wish to rely on any written or oral statement made by the
reporting auditors to add credibility to the subject matter of the Statement; accordingly,
any statement needs to be appropriately supported. Issue managers should neither act nor
refrain from acting on the basis of oral statements made by reporting auditors unless and
until they are confirmed in writing by the reporting auditors. In the absence of such written
confirmation, the reporting auditors shall have no liability in contract or in tort (including
negligence) of such oral statements, other than for an oral statement known to be false or
misleading when made and made with the intent to deceive by the reporting auditors.
 
(c)      In order to make a statement that is appropriately supported, reporting auditors
need to possess adequate knowledge of the subject matter, and act with due care and an
objective state of mind.
 
(d)     Reporting auditors can properly make a statement only if there is suitable evidence as
a basis for reporting on the subject matter.

COMFORT LETTER, ARRANGEMENT LETTER AND BRING-DOWN LETTER
 
The Statement provides guidance on the purposes, addressees and contents of a Comfort
Letter, Bring-Down Letter and Arrangement Letter, together with examples of such letters
in Appendices 1, 2 and 3 of the Statement. A key point to note is paragraph 26 of the
Statement that requires reporting auditors to have obtained knowledge of the internal

controls, policies and procedures before reporting on selected financial information, non-
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controls, policies and procedures before reporting on selected financial information, non-
financial information derived from accounting records or subsequent changes.
 
Paragraph 32 of the Statement provides guidance on the type of financial information
contained in the investment circular to which reporting auditors can provide comfort. On
non-financial information, the reporting auditors should comment only on matters to which
their professional competence is relevant. Paragraph 41 of the Statement states that
reporting auditors should comment on qualitative information other than financial
information only when it has been obtained from accounting records that are subject to
internal controls, policies and procedures of which reporting auditors have knowledge, or it
has been the subject of a separate assurance engagement performed in accordance with
Singapore Standards on Assurance Engagements.
 
On subsequent changes, for the change period, the reporting auditors’ comments should
be solely based on the limited procedures actually performed with respect to that period
and that fact should be made clear in the comfort letter.

CLOSING REMARKS
 
Singapore is a global financial hub and the world’s third leading global financial centre,
according to the latest ranking by the London-based British think-tank Z/Yen. Thus, it is
important that the Institute, as the national accountancy body, sets a benchmark in the
capital market space for comfort letters and due diligence meetings; AGS 11 is the
Singapore accountancy profession’s first-ever guidance for capital market transactions.
 

 
Lim Ju May is Deputy Director and Felicia Tay is Manager, Financial Reporting Standards &
Corporate Reporting, ISCA.
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GOOD POTENTIAL IN DIGITAL HEALTHCARE

BY
TAN WAH YEOW

USING IT TO ENHANCE EFFICIENCY
 
The advent of digital technologies is changing the way we think about healthcare. Alongside
changes within hospitals and clinics, and at both the organisational and personal levels,
developments in big data and the Internet of Things are democratising the healthcare and
patient experience.
 
Navigating this new landscape is challenging for organisations as there are many pitfalls.
There is no doubt, however, that technological transformation will be one of the major
differentiators between successful and unsuccessful providers over the next decade. The

pressures of cost and expectations of quality mean that doing nothing is not a sustainable
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pressures of cost and expectations of quality mean that doing nothing is not a sustainable
option.
 
While the design and development of digital healthcare technologies is still predominantly
taking place in western nations, emerging markets are adopting and adapting many of
these innovations at an ever-growing speed and increased scale at a lower unit cost. This
raises the possibility of a global convergence of digital healthcare capabilities, with nimble
systems surpassing the established infrastructure and delivery models of richer nations.
 
As Singapore gears up to be a Smart Nation, several public hospitals have integrated their
patient records so that doctors can pull up information on the patient regardless of the
hospital the patient goes to. Diabetic patients can also use the iBGStara blood-glucose
meter on their smartphones to view and share accurate data with their doctors. According
to Singapore’s Deputy Prime Minister and Coordinating Minister for Economic and Social
Policies Tharman Shanmugaratnam, the healthcare sector is attempting to combine
artificial intelligence with human capabilities to deliver better healthcare to patients. This
includes reshaping health delivery systems to better integrate care settings from hospitals
to include homes and other long-term care providers.
 
Around the world, there is an acceptance that healthcare services are at least a decade
behind other industries in the use of information technology (IT) to increase productivity
and quality. Unfortunately, where healthcare often has stood out is in problematic,
overspent and underwhelming IT implementations – from the UK’s National Programme for
IT and USA’s Healthcare.gov to developers like Google, which have seen their innovations
fail to take off.
 
Where technological interventions have failed, newer technology has simply been layered
on top of existing structures and work patterns, creating additional workload for healthcare
professionals.
 
The approach of most healthcare providers to extracting productivity improvements
through technology so far has focused on back-office efficiency and improving simple
transactions, while leaving the vast majority of patient-facing activity unchanged.
 
Looking to those that have transformed the way care is delivered, it is clear that success
isn’t achieved by replacing analogue processes with digital ones. It’s about rethinking the
purpose of services, re-engineering how they are delivered and capitalising on
opportunities afforded by data to adapt and learn.
 

Transformation comes from new ways of working, not the technology itself.
You need a transformation programme supported by technology – not the

other way round.

SEVEN LESSONS ON REALISING OPPORTUNITIES
 
KPMG’s latest “Digital heath: heaven or hell” report found that productivity gains and
improving health outcomes are possible in specific areas of health IT. Through interviews,
analysis, and KPMG’s own experience in achieving digital transformation with healthcare
providers around the world, we have identified seven key lessons from those that have
successfully realised the benefits and overcome the setbacks.
 

http://healthcare.gov/
https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/insights/2016/03/digital-health-heaven-or-hell.html
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Transformation first Transformation comes from new ways of working, not the technology itself. You
need a transformation programme supported by technology – not the other way round. This is the
fundamental lesson that underpins everything else.
People problems, not technology problems The majority of the issues faced along the transformation
journey are people problems, not technology problems. These require sophisticated leadership and
change management capabilities.
System design There has been insufficient attention paid to the design of systems. Technologies need to
solve problems encountered by people who are going to use them, be they patients or professionals. This
requires a deep understanding of the work as well as the needs of the user.
Invest in analytics Far too often, providers make significant investments in digital systems but overlook
the capabilities needed to use the data collected; hence, the payback is never seen.
Multiple iterations and continuous learning Even with careful design, further tweaks in the design of
systems may be needed. This is a continuous process and there may be several cycles – some quite
painful – before systems reach a tipping point where all of this investment starts to pay off.
Support inter-operability The inability to share and combine data between different systems is a major
rate-limiting step to realising the full benefit of technology in healthcare. A coordinated approach to
optimise inter-operability compatibility would help accelerate healthcare providers’ digital journey.
Sound information governance and data security procedures Data sharing requires strong
information governance and security, particularly in the face of a growing threat from cyber attacks.
Action is required at the national and local levels to help organisations hold and share data safely.

Looking to those that have transformed the way care is delivered, it is clear
that success isn’t achieved by replacing analogue processes with digital ones.

It’s about rethinking the purpose of services, re-engineering how they are
delivered and capitalising on opportunities afforded by data to adapt and

learn. 

THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE
 
Some expect that the years ahead portend of a glorious nirvana where digital technologies
can offer predictive, coordinated and personalised care. Others will see a dystopia of
doctors becoming slaves to algorithms and patients drowning in a sea of data and
additional expectations.
 
As with all disruptive forces, the outcome of health IT on healthcare is inherently uncertain.
Given that health warning, our best assessment of what the future may hold, is as follows:

Computing will be much more ubiquitous but much less visible;
A lot less time will be spent by staff on administrative tasks and routine communication as automation,
voice recognition and natural language processing become more commonplace;
New roles and competencies will be added to the managerial cadre as the shift to digital healthcare
continues, most importantly, in the areas of advanced analytic capabilities, and
Organisational and professional boundaries will be far less visible, as integrated IT systems dissolve many
of the current divides between primary, secondary and tertiary care.

We believe that the healthcare industry is on its next wave of IT adoption, and that now is
the time to go all in on digital strategies. Understanding what patients want can help pave
the way.
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Tan Wah Yeow is Head of Asia Pacific Healthcare, KPMG in Singapore. This article was
adapted from KPMG’s Digital heath: heaven or hell report.

https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/insights/2016/03/digital-health-heaven-or-hell.html
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NEW GLOBAL WHISTLEBLOWING STANDARD

BY
KANG WAI GEAT

ACCOUNTANTS AT THE FOREFRONT
 
As more revelations from the Panama Papers hit the media, it will be foolhardy to brush the
leak off as just another whistleblowing incident. Make no mistake, the high-profile Panama
Papers has taken whistleblowing to a whole new level. The colossal amount of information
involved (11.5 million documents or 2.6 terabytes, equivalent to the storage capacity of
about 167 of the common 16-gigabyte thumb drives), the prominent list of notables
implicated so far, and the massive coordination effort undertaken to investigate the
information and release them to the public, is of an unprecedented scale. The Panama
Papers saga has given whistleblowing the perfect stage for its moment in the limelight.
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… whistleblowing is gaining traction as one of the more effective means of
uncovering illegal activities such as fraud and corruption.

 
The International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA) has recently issued new
provisions, with elements concerning whistleblowing, to guide accountants (including
auditors) in responding to any actual or suspected non-compliance with laws and
regulations. This is by no means a knee-jerk reaction to the Panama Papers. The IESBA has
been working on this project for many years. Accountants in jurisdictions, including
Singapore, which adopt the ethics standards issued by the IESBA will have clearer
guidelines to follow regarding whistleblowing, under the requirements of the new standard
going forward. It is still early days to know whether Singapore will adopt the standard.
Extensive discussions will be held to assess the likely impact on the Singapore accountancy
profession before any final decision is made on the adoption of the standard in Singapore.
 
In a nutshell, the standard expects accountants who are non-auditors to escalate internally
to higher levels of authorities if they come across instances of actual or suspected non-
compliance with laws and regulations. If the upper echelons do not take adequate and
timely actions to address the non-compliance, the accountants will have to consider if
further action is needed and these may include, inter alia, reporting the matter to an
external authority or resigning from the organisations. Likewise, auditors are subject to
similar requirements, except they will broach the issue with the appropriate level of
management and if necessary, the Board of Directors or audit committees of their audit
clients. For example, if an auditor discovers that an Indonesian subsidiary of his client is
burning forests and contributing to the haze problem, he may need to report it even
though this is entirely unrelated to the financial statements. This can be very onerous on
the auditor who may now be bogged down by an expectation to know a lot more about his
client beyond the audit of the financial statements.
 

… the standard expects accountants who are non-auditors to escalate
internally to higher levels of authorities if they come across instances of

actual or suspected non-compliance with laws and regulations.

 
Whistleblowing is a contentious topic. Unsurprisingly, the IESBA encountered stern
opposition from some stakeholders on its initial set of proposals. But the IESBA believes the
project to be of immense significance and has weathered the storm. Its latest standard is
more calibrated in approach, having taken into account the feedback from multiple
stakeholders. The standard provides guidance to a quandary which accountants may face.
Being a whistleblower can be a very taxing experience and any direction to help
accountants navigate through such uncharted waters would be like the beacon from a
lighthouse. Professionally, accountants also have a duty not to ignore such instances of
non-compliance, especially when substantial harm may be caused to the wider public. More
importantly, whistleblowing is gaining traction as one of the more effective means of
uncovering illegal activities such as fraud and corruption. From Enron’s Sherron Watkins
and WorldCom’s Cynthia Cooper to the more recent Michael Woodford of Olympus,

whistleblowers have made an enormous and lasting impact on some of the major
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whistleblowers have made an enormous and lasting impact on some of the major
corporate financial scandals that have rocked the world. Riding on such strong tailwinds,
this has invariably fuelled the case for whistleblowing to feature more prominently as part
of the professional behaviour that accountants should exhibit to uphold ethical business
practices.

CHALLENGES AND REPERCUSSIONS
 
The promulgation of the standard may be in the public interest, but there are challenging
concerns which should be addressed to facilitate the job of accountants. For starters, the
standard may adversely impact business and working relationships. The level of trust
between accountants and their clients, employers and fellow colleagues could be eroded if
accountants are now perceived to be undercover agents on the prowl for wrongdoings. For
auditors, clients will be more wary of what they share with the auditors and may even
withhold important information from the auditors. Not only will this impede the auditors
from carrying out their work in a proper manner, this is unequivocally a hindrance in the
pursuit of high quality audits. For accountants who are non-auditors, their loyalty towards
their employers and camaraderie with fellow workers may be cast in doubt. They may be
treated as an ungrateful lot that bites the hand that feeds it. This could have repercussions
on their job security.
 
In addition, with the new standard, accountants will be caught between the devil and the
deep blue sea if they are embroiled in a whistleblowing situation. If they do not blow the
whistle, it will constitute non-compliance with the standard. But if they do, it will bring
about other complications. In many cases, whistleblowers put their careers, families and
even their lives on the line to expose illegal activities. It is not uncommon to hear of
whistleblowers being sacked or demoted. They often face persecution and are the subject
of reprisals. Yet, their acts of valour may not be reciprocated with the legal protection
accorded to whistleblowers. Not only do whistleblowers run the risk of being sued for
breach of confidentiality, they may have to serve jail time if they are convicted of complicity
in the crime they have reported, despite having cooperated during investigations.

PROTECTION FOR WHISTLEBLOWERS
 
Presently, different jurisdictions hold different stances when it comes to enacting
legislations to protect whistleblowers. Some countries such as the United States and the
United Kingdom have laws which shelter whistleblowers. But there are many others which
have resisted calls to put in place whistleblower protection legislations due to historical
baggage, cultural differences or business implications, among other reasons. For example,
Germany has almost no legal protection for whistleblowers.
 
However, it is not all doom and gloom for accountants. The new standard does give
accountants some room to manoeuvre. One saving grace is that accountants do not have to
disclose the matter to an external authority if doing so violates any laws or regulations.
Also, before disclosing to an external authority, accountants will have to consider whether:

there is a suitable authority to receive the information;
there are sound and trustworthy protection from civil, criminal or professional liability or retaliation
afforded by legislation or regulation, and
there are threats to the physical safety of the accountants or other individuals.

Dissidents would contend that the above factors reduce the robustness and effectiveness
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Dissidents would contend that the above factors reduce the robustness and effectiveness
of the standard. They would posit that the provisions may be all too conveniently used as
an excuse to not disclose to external authorities. While there may be some merit to the
argument, the IESBA is cognisant of the need to be pragmatic when it comes to applying
the standard in practice. By insisting on overly stringent or prescriptive requirements, it
may be a tall order to develop and issue a standard which can be operationally practicable
in most, if not all, countries around the world.

CONCLUSION
 
Like a daredevil walking a tightrope strung across two skyscrapers, the IESBA has attempted
to strike a fine balance for the greater good. Although the jury is still out there on the
effectiveness of the provisions, the IESBA has done the right thing by taking the bull by its
horns. If the standard achieves its desired objective, it will undoubtedly further elevate the
stature of the global accountancy profession and reinforce its position as a key component
of an ethical business environment.
 

 
Kang Wai Geat is Assistant Director of Technical Advisory and Professional Standards, ISCA.
An edited version of this article was first published in The Business Times, 20 May 2016.
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TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE FORENSIC ACCOUNTING

DON’S COLUMN: FORENSIC ACCOUNTING AND
FRAUD INVESTIGATION (PART 2)

BY
CHAN YOKE KAI AND GOH SENG KUAN

USING MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING PERFORMANCE MEASURES
 
Part 1 of this article, published in the August issue of IS Chartered Accountant, suggested
the use of performance measures as a means to prevent and detect material
misstatements or fraud. In this Part 2, we use a real-life case study to assess the
effectiveness of using a performance measure to identify the possibility of material
misstatements or fraud.

THE CASE STUDY
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THE CASE STUDY
 
ABC Pte Ltd  (ABC) is a company with fewer than 10 employees. Its principal business
activity is trading in financial derivatives for itself and on behalf of clients. The business
operations were conducted in Singapore, Japan and Thailand.
 
The company had been in business for more than 20 years before it had its monies
misappropriated by its accountant despite the fact that its financial statements were
subjected to mandatory statutory and compliance audits.
 
The company, wholly-owned by a foreign company, was incorporated in Singapore.
 
Data & Methodology
 
The investigator started with an internal controls flowchart analysis based on pure
documentary evidence sighted, which revealed high operational risks.
 
More suspicion arose when the investigator followed up by interviewing each director and
employee, separately, with respect to daily routines and general observations. For example,
the resident director did not understand why ABC’s cash flow was poor despite its fair
performance over the years.
 
Subsequently, the investigator obtained approval from the Board of Directors to proceed
with an in-depth investigation which employed the Contribution Margin Turnover
Ratio  (CMTR) and detailed checks, in secrecy, into ABC’s 12 bank accounts of various
currencies over the last 10 years. Dubious documents and accounting entries were
eventually discovered by the aforementioned procedures.
 
Data from ABC’s audited financial statements were used for the construction of
performance measures and for these reasons:

Availability & reliability: Financial data is easily found, has been reviewed by the company’s auditors and is
mostly based on source documents;
Consistency & comparability: Financial data is based on accounting policies and methods which should
have remained consistent over different time periods; changes in accounting policies and methods, if any,
would have been disclosed in the relevant accounting period and appropriate adjustments can be made
for comparability.

CMTR, a cash-related ratio, is expressed as / . It is used for the case study
for these reasons:

ABC does not deal with inventory and hence, cash is its only liquid asset which may be easily
misappropriated in the absence of strong internal controls;
ABC’s variable costs are easily extracted from its audited financial statements and are directly attributable
to its revenues.

The “contribution margin” in the CMTR is the operating revenue from the core business less
all related variable costs, adjusted for trade receivables’ impairment, and the “cash” in the
CMTR is the operating cash flow before finance charges and tax. The rigour of CMTR is
justified for the following factors:

Investigation focus is on possible material misstatements or fraud that arises from business operations;

1

2

Contribution Margin
Cash
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Material misstatements or fraud arising from capital expenditure and financing activities are generally
easier to prevent and identify;
Trade receivables’ impairments and write-backs impact the operating cash flow of the business.

Results
 
A scatter graph for CMTR plotted against ABC’s Financial Year yielded the following results:
 
CMTR Analysis

Under normal business operating conditions, the company’s CMTR is expected to hover
close to +1 mainly because its fixed costs are predictable and relatively low compared to its
variable costs. A positive CMTR will mean that a positive contribution margin is matched by
a positive operating cash flow and a negative CMTR will mean that a positive contribution
margin is “mismatched” by a negative operating cash flow. A negative CMTR highlights
potential material errors or fraud. An ascending CMTR, in most instances, indicates clients’
withdrawal of funds and vice versa. Therefore, a descending CMTR which results in a
negative CMTR for any year (example, 2011) must be investigated immediately as it may
imply that clients’ monies were incorrectly accounted for or misappropriated during the
year.
 
There was no fraud committed against the company for the financial years 2000 to 2004.
The company’s books were “cooked” in the year 2005 without any misappropriation of its
funds since there was no evidence to conclude that its funds were misappropriated in the
year 2005. However, the company’s books were “cooked” and funds misappropriated for
the years 2006 to 2012 based on the evidence uncovered by the investigation. The fraud
was discovered in the year 2012 and business operations ceased by the end of 2013

because the company could not maintain the net SG$2 million free cash float (the Monetary
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because the company could not maintain the net SG$2 million free cash float (the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (MAS) terms this as a company’s “net adjusted capital”) after the
fraudster had siphoned off the monies.
 
Although the fraud was discovered with the use of other forensic procedures, such as
specific verification exercises with third parties and clients’ account reconstruction, the
CMTR contributed to the effectiveness and efficiency of these procedures mainly by
identifying the most “suspicious” year (2011), which is the one with the greatest negative
CMTR value.
 
Intuitively, the CMTR should yield a positive result that is close to +1. Any deviation from
this expected result may imply any of the following:

Huge withdrawal of clients’ monies from the company’s clients’ accounts, by clients or derivative
exchange institutions. This was evident for the years 2000 and 2002;
Change in statutory requirements for cash or capital adequacy measures as imposed by the regulatory
authorities such as MAS. This materialised in the year 2009 when the company’s capital adequacy
measure was changed from an accounting-based “adjusted net capital” to a non-accounting-based “risk-
based capital”. As such, its operating cash flow increased in the year 2009 (CMTR: +0.74) to meet the “risk-
based capital” criteria. However, the company reverted to its former “adjusted net capital” measure at the
start of 2010 as a result of a concessionary waiver. Consequently, its operating cash flow decreased in
year 2010 (CMTR: -0.69);
Possibility of material misstatements or fraud: This materialised for the years 2005 to 2012. Year 2011
had close to 60% of the total monies misappropriated throughout the 2005–2012 period.

GENERAL APPLICATION OF CMTR RATIO
 
The CMTR is useful for performance evaluation and identification of potential errors in
management or/and financial reporting mainly due to the following reasons:

The numerator of CMTR, which is the contribution margin (that is, revenue-variable costs), measures
short-term or/and highly controllable variables which are expected to fluctuate accordingly with varying
business activity levels. As such, their measurement can be performed with relative ease, accuracy and
reliability. With reference to this case study, ABC’s monthly revenue is predominantly derived from
independent commission reports from derivative exchanges or clearing houses from Japan, Singapore
and Thailand. Along a similar grain, ABC’s monthly variable costs are derived from transactional
statements issued by the derivative exchanges or clearing houses. There are neither guesstimates nor
valuations involved in the process of computing the contribution margin for ABC. All numbers involved
are either from source documents or the public domain (example, derivatives market).
The denominator of CMTR, which is cash, (that is, operating cash flow before finance charges and tax),
measures the absolute change in liquidity for the business during a certain financial period. As such, if
the CMTR is computed monthly, the cash will be the absolute change in liquidity during the month, and so
on. For all businesses, cash balances can be readily and reliably ascertained at the end of any financial
period as their derivation is dependent on source documents from banks and other financial institutions.
With the construction of a detailed cash flow statement for a financial period, the cash balances can be
reconciled with the operating, investing and financing cash flows. The operating cash flow before finance
charge and tax can be extracted from the cash flow statement directly to be used in the CMTR. In the case
of ABC, the operating cash flow is extracted from its audited cash flow statement.

LESSONS FROM THE CASE STUDY
 

Based on the results of the case study, we may deduce that the use of management
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Based on the results of the case study, we may deduce that the use of management
accounting measures to detect material misstatements and fraudulent activities is fairly
effective and efficient if these misstatements and activities occur fairly frequently (that is,
monthly) over consecutive periods. However, these measures can be rendered ineffective if
there were other significant events that distort the “cash” component of the CMTR (for
instance, Year 2009 in the case study is one such example).
 
Second, the overall effectiveness of management accounting measures is also dependent
on no change in the core business activities.
 
Third, the business analyst should have a reasonable knowledge of accounting to facilitate
the adjustments and computations necessary for the exercise.

CONCLUSION
 
Although more extensive research and studies are required before we can affirm the
effectiveness of management accounting measures for forensic accounting and fraud
investigation, this case study illustrates that management accounting measures and other
relevant performance measures, when used appropriately and on a timely basis, can play a
major role in the detection of material misstatements and fraudulent activities. These
measures are generally effective and efficient for the following reasons:

Data required for the computation of most management accounting measures already reside in financial
statements. The information is easily accessible to the organisation’s internal stakeholders and key
personnel;
Computation and application of management accounting measures do not involve complex algorithms.
Some of these measures may be intuitive in nature;
Highly cost-effective as a preliminary measure to highlight potential errors and fraud before assessing the
need for more intensive investigations;
Frequent and periodic use of management accounting measures over longer periods of time and across
the industry would enhance the usefulness of these measures by identifying “deviations from the industry
norm” or “outliers”.

 
Professor Chan Yoke Kai is an ISCA Council member and Head of Accountancy Programme,
School of Business, SIM University. Goh Seng Kuan is an associate faculty member at the
School of Business, SIM University and Director, First Corporation (Thailand) Co Ltd and
HMT Enterprise Group Pte Ltd.
 

 
 The name of the company is changed to preserve anonymity.

 
 The BIOMIN Group (BIOMIN), which is headquartered in Vienna, Austria, is a strong

advocate of the CMTR. We use the same CMTR employed by BIOMIN in this investigation.
BIOMIN, a global leader in animal nutrition products and research, has close to 30
subsidiary companies operating in five continents and has a predictable operating cost
structure. Hence, the CMTR is highly applicable to BIOMIN and has been used since 1993 to
measure performance and monitor potential accounting and cash flow issues.
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ANTI-AVOIDANCE: PAST & FUTURE, HERE &
BEYOND

BY
FELIX WONG

EMERGING TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS
 
Tax planning is good; tax evasion is bad. Somewhere in between is a grey area – tax
avoidance.
 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines tax
avoidance as “the arrangement of a taxpayer’s affairs that is intended to reduce his tax
liability and that although the arrangement could be strictly legal, it is usually in
contradiction with the intent of the law it purports to follow”. Governments have always
had their eyes on anti-avoidance issues but this has come to the fore in the international
arena as governments stepped up initiatives to tackle tax avoidance in recent years.
 
Against this backdrop, the Singapore Institute of Accredited Tax Professionals (SIATP)
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Against this backdrop, the Singapore Institute of Accredited Tax Professionals (SIATP)
organised a technical session on anti-avoidance under its Tax Excellence Decoded (TED)
series. Facilitated by Jerome van Staden, International Director, and Wong Hsin Yee,
Director, Ernst & Young Solutions LLP, the session discussed the emerging trends and latest
developments on anti-avoidance and forewarned participants of possible implications.
 

Jerome van Staden, International Director, and Wong Hsin Yee, Director, Ernst & Young Solutions LLP, discussed
the emerging trends and latest developments on anti-avoidance and forewarned participants of possible
implications.

DEVELOPMENTS ON ANTI-AVOIDANCE
 
The OECD has put together a 15-point Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action Plan
and released its final package of measures in October 2015. Several of the BEPS actions
deal with the issue of tax avoidance, including measures to counter harmful tax practices,
prevent treaty abuse and prevent the artificial avoidance of permanent establishment (PE)
status, to name a few. Since the release of the final package, numerous countries have
started to implement the various BEPS measures, albeit with varying timing, methods and
degrees of implementation.
 
European Union
 
Not long after the OECD released its final package of BEPS measures, the European
Commission (EC) released its own Anti-Tax Avoidance (ATA) Package which aims to curb
aggressive tax planning within the European Union (EU) in January 2016. Included in the
ATA Package was the draft EU ATA Directive, proposed amendments to the EU
Administrative Cooperation Directive, recommendations to reinforce tax treaties and a
communication on an external strategy for effective taxation.
 

Unlike the OECD’s BEPS Action Plan which is largely guidance for (and not binding on) OECD
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Unlike the OECD’s BEPS Action Plan which is largely guidance for (and not binding on) OECD
member states, the EU ATA Directive, which was unanimously approved on 21 June 2016 by
the EU’s ministers of Finance and Economic Affairs, will automatically be legally binding for
EU members.
 
Out of the five areas outlined in the EU ATA Directive, three are also covered in the BEPS
Action Plan – specifically hybrid mismatches, interest deductibility limitation and Controlled
Foreign Corporation (CFC) rules. The two additional areas are general anti-abuse rule
(GAAR) and exit taxation. A switch-over clause denying tax exemptions on certain income
and gains that was included in the January 2016 draft has since been removed.
 
It is interesting to note that while hybrid mismatches are covered by both the OECD’s BEPS
Action Plan and the EU ATA Directive, the latter presents a significant deviation from what is
proposed in the former. Based on the OECD’s recommendation, the primary response in
the event of hybrid mismatch arrangements should be to deny a deduction in the source
jurisdiction. In contrast, the EU ATA Directive, which governs transactions between EU
member states, requires the requalification of hybrid entities and payments according to
the legal characterisation of EU member states where the payment is sourced.
 
While many EU countries may already have domestic anti-avoidance rules in place, the EU
ATA Directive on GAAR seeks to address any gaps that may exist in the domestic rules of the
respective EU members. Under this Directive, arrangements that are not supported by valid
commercial reasons reflecting economic reality may be caught. Essentially, the Directive
stipulates that non-genuine arrangements be ignored when calculating the corporate tax
liability. Instead, tax liability should be calculated by reference to the economic substance
in accordance with the national law.
 
Asia-Pacific
 
Closer to home, many countries in the Asia-Pacific are implementing (or at least
considering to implement) the various BEPS recommendations on anti-avoidance put forth
by the OECD. While the use of GAAR has not been prevalent in the region, specific anti-
avoidance rules have been more widely applied. It has been observed that PE and transfer
pricing issues have been an area of focus of regional tax authorities. There is also a growing
trend to adopt a “substance over form” approach in the Asia-Pacific.
 
When navigating through the Asia-Pacific, it is perhaps important for companies to
appreciate the vast difference in the level of implementation of anti-avoidance and BEPS
measures between pacesetters (such as Australia and China) where there is a focus on anti-
avoidance and legislations which are being reviewed and amended, and late adopters (such
as Thailand and Vietnam) where there has been little or no action observed to date.
 
Singapore
 
Singapore, while not among the pacesetters in the region, is an active participant in the
global discussion on BEPS. By joining the inclusive framework for the global
implementation of the BEPS Project and becoming a BEPS Associate as announced by the
Ministry of Finance on June 16 this year, the country signalled its support for the key
principles underlying the BEPS Project, namely that profits should be taxed where the real
economic activities generating the profits are performed and where value is created.
 

In line with the global focus on anti-avoidance, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore
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In line with the global focus on anti-avoidance, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore
(IRAS) has set up a tax shelter team to identify and deal with abusive tax shelter schemes.
The IRAS has also published an e-tax guide on 11 July 2016 outlining the general anti-
avoidance provision and its application. This demonstrates the seriousness adopted by
IRAS in tackling this issue.

IMPACT ON STRUCTURING
 
Bearing in mind the emerging trends and latest developments on anti-avoidance, corporate
groups should consider the following possible impact on their legal structures:
 
Hybrid mismatches
 
Corporate groups with existing intragroup financing arrangements should review their
arrangements to ensure they do not fall within the definition of hybrid mismatch rules.
 
CFC rules
 
The introduction and/or refinement of CFC rules around the world will impact how
corporate groups invest into Asia-Pacific. The implementation of CFC rules may mean that
incomes are required to be taxed in the parent company’s jurisdiction notwithstanding that
they have not been repatriated. This could potentially drive up the group’s overall effective
tax rate. As such, it is crucial for companies to stay keenly aware of legislative changes on
CFC rules in the countries where they operate, so as to assess the tax impact arising
thereof.
 
Limitation of interest deduction
 
As countries consider the OECD’s recommendation to limit net interest deduction within a
range of 10% to 30% of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA), corporate groups with a centralised financing company should assess whether it
would still be sensible to do so in the future. From a corporate group’s point of view,
interest expenses incurred in excess of the interest deduction limit would effectively be
“lost” as they have no deduction value.
 
Anti-treaty abuse
 
Proposed anti-treaty abuse rules may mean that companies, especially passive investment
holding companies, would be increasingly scrutinised by tax authorities on their substance
when applying for certificates of residence (COR) to support their use of double tax treaties.
This highlights the heightened need for corporate groups to review their corporate
structures to ensure robust commercial substance in their legal entities. In addition,
corporate groups should also consider the impact of anti-treaty abuse rules on their
income flows when they repatriate income back to their home countries.
 
Permanent Establishment
 
In response to the OECD’s recommendation to lower the threshold for PE, corporate
groups, especially those whose fact pattern falls within the scenarios illustrated in BEPS
Action 7 such as commissionaire arrangements and marketing support offices, should
review and ascertain whether their activities would now constitute a PE under the lowered

threshold. Corporate groups should look into the need to restructure their operating model

https://www.iras.gov.sg/irashome/uploadedFiles/IRASHome/e-Tax_Guides/etaxguides_CIT_The%20General%20Anti-avoidance%20Provision%20and%20its%20Application.pdf
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threshold. Corporate groups should look into the need to restructure their operating model
in this regard.

IMPACT ON TAX COMPLIANCE AND PROCESSES
 
Besides the impact on structuring, the latest developments on anti-avoidance also impact
tax compliance and processes.
 
As the world moves towards higher tax transparency and enhanced tax reporting, tax
authorities are raising tax compliance requirements and stepping up their scrutiny on
taxpayers with regard to substance, treaty benefits, incentives and more. In response,
companies must ensure that information is available when requested to substantiate their
positions. It is therefore timely for companies to review and ensure that their current
business processes and information technology (IT) systems are robust enough to capture
the required information to produce comprehensive documentation in support and
defence of their tax positions.
 

Tax authorities are raising tax compliance requirements and stepping up
their scrutiny on taxpayers with regard to substance, treaty benefits,

incentives and more.

 
In this era of tax uncertainties, companies need to understand the tax landscape, evaluate
the potential impact of the emerging trends and tax developments on their respective
organisations, develop a suitable approach and confidently execute the plan. Most
importantly, companies must continue to monitor the changing tax landscape and be ready
to modify their approaches.
 
Stay nimble; be in the know.
 

 
Felix Wong is Head of Tax, SIATP. This article is based on SIATP’s Tax Excellence Decoded
session facilitated by Jerome van Staden, International Director, and Wong Hsin Yee,
Director, Ernst & Young Solutions LLP. For more tax insights, please visit SIATP.

http://www.siatp.org.sg/
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IMPROVING DISCLOSURE THROUGH OPEN
COMMUNICATION

BY
DANIEL BENS

A “SOFT STICK” APPROACH
 
In the wake of the financial crisis of 2007-2008, fair value reporting came under attack from
politicians who were convinced that mark-to-market accounting both caused and
exacerbated the economic downturn. In response to critics calling for the suspension of fair
value reporting, the American market regulator, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), concluded that fair value accounting should not be removed but could be improved.

The SEC subsequently warned companies of its intent to enforce fair value reporting and
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The SEC subsequently warned companies of its intent to enforce fair value reporting and
disclosures.
 
Fair valuation practices are controversial because many of the assets and liabilities
companies hold are not widely traded and therefore don’t have a widely agreed-upon value,
unless it’s a publicly-traded commodity or security. Companies must use estimates or
models to give a sense of an asset’s value.
 
Under current US generally accepted accounting principles (US GAAP) as well as
international financial reporting standards (IFRS), companies have to use a three-level
hierarchy when valuing assets and liabilities. This hierarchy goes from level one to level
three; level one is a frequently-traded, liquid asset that has a generally agreed-upon price
(such as a stock) and level three is a barely-traded asset that is hard to value and is
therefore valued in a unique way by the firm that holds it. This has caused criticism of not
just the companies but also the regulators for the way they monitor and enforce these
practices.
 
The SEC uses a “comment letter” process as an initial approach to address potentially
deficient financial reporting. In the event that a company’s accounting choices are unclear,
the SEC asks the firm to provide more details – first to the SEC privately and then perhaps
to all investors publicly.

LET’S TALK
 
In light of all of the criticism of fair value reporting in particular, how effective is such
communication between the SEC and the company with regard to addressing investors’
information needs?
 
Very effective, according to my paper, “The Impact of SEC Disclosure Monitoring on the
Uncertainty of Fair Value Estimates”, with Mei Cheng of the University of Arizona and
Monica Neamtiu of Baruch College, CUNY. We measured how investors reacted to the
letters and firm responses by analysing the bid-ask spreads of their publicly-traded stock
(narrower as opposed to wider spreads illustrates greater investor confidence in
information quality) in response.
 
We found evidence that investor uncertainty declined after companies received letters, as
the firms responded with more clarity on their valuation methods. We also found that the
reduction in uncertainty is larger when respondents explicitly acknowledged that they
would improve their future disclosures in response. In our data, which included all
companies receiving a comment letter between 2007 and 2012, 64% said they would do so.
 
When a firm receives a comment letter from the SEC, it allocates management time and
resources to communicating on the query to reassure investors that its disclosure practices
are sound. Urgency is added by the fact that the SEC’s comment letters are publicly
available, which means investors, competitors and other stakeholders are watching the
review process. Companies have 10 days to respond and firm responses are also made
public by the SEC within 45 days of the review’s completion.
 
Accounting firm Deloitte recommends that companies assemble a team – including CEO,
CFO, independent auditors and legal counsel – to respond to a comment letter. Once
involved in the process, managers and auditors may increase their scrutiny of the
assumptions used in fair value estimation models.
 

http://aaajournals.org/doi/abs/10.2308/accr-51248
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This gives the firm an incentive to learn from the experience and improve its disclosure
going forward. Reducing management time and reassuring investors about the quality of
the firm’s disclosure, is one of the reasons the SEC uses the comment letter approach.

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
 
Interestingly, we also observed that the declines in investor uncertainty following SEC’s
comment letters were most pronounced in the years during and immediately following the
financial crisis of 2007-2009. Because our data spanned pre- and post-financial crisis, we
were able to observe that the effect of SEC’s fair value enforcement via comment letters
was most notable during these years as investors paid closer attention to fair values during
times of market illiquidity – periods that make fair valuation more difficult. This suggests
that the SEC’s methods are not only effective in non-crisis periods but are more important
during times of crisis.
 
The value of good disclosure, therefore, should not be discounted. Further, the SEC’s
comment letter approach, which does not involve legal fines or other penalties but is rather
a “soft stick”, does yield benefits. Given the public nature of the query, firms are given good
incentives to share their fair value estimation methods and improve disclosure going
forward. Our findings clearly demonstrate that the SEC’s “soft stick” approach is effective in
both reducing investor unease and improving firm disclosures. These findings have
prompted us to look at similar forms of regulation and whether increased communication
between regulator and market participant has value. Our current research looks at the
audit opinions of accounting firms in the UK and Ireland. Our initial findings suggest similar
results – that uncertainty is reduced both in bid-ask spreads and earnings forecasts by
securities analysts when more information regarding the depth of company audits is
shared.
 

 
Daniel Bens is Associate Professor of Accounting and Control, and Chair of Accounting and
Control, INSEAD. This article was first published by INSEAD Knowledge. Reproduced with
permission.
 

http://knowledge.insead.edu/
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TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS

NEW FRS AND AMENDMENTS TO FRS

FRS 116 Leases

The Accounting Standards Council (ASC) has issued FRS 116 Leases. It replaces FRS 17 and
its related interpretations and is a major revision of the way companies account for leases.
FRS 116 is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019. Earlier
application is permitted.

Amendments to FRS 115

The amendments to FRS 115 Revenue from Contracts with Customers do not change the
underlying principles but provide clarifications on matters such as identification of
performance obligations, etc. They have the same effective date as FRS 115, that is, 1
January 2018.

IASB ISSUES NARROW-SCOPE AMENDMENTS TO IFRS 2

http://www.asc.gov.sg/CEPafter1Jan2016
http://www.asc.gov.sg/CEPafter1Jan2016
http://www.ifrs.org/Alerts/PressRelease/Pages/International-Accounting-Standards-Board-issues-narrow-scope-amendments-to-IFRS-2-Share-based-Payment.aspx
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IASB ISSUES NARROW-SCOPE AMENDMENTS TO IFRS 2
 
The amendments to IFRS 2 Share-based Payment, clarify how to account for certain types
of share-based payment transactions. Companies are required to apply the amendments
for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018. Earlier application is permitted.

IASB PROPOSES CLARIFICATIONS TO IFRS 3 AND IFRS 11
 
The proposed amendments to IFRS 3 Business Combinations and IFRS 11 Joint
Arrangements provide clearer application on the definition of a business and also clarify
how to account for previously-held interests. The deadline for comments to IASB is 31
October 2016.
 

ISCA PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON OI RELATING TO DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT
 
The Directors’ Statement, which accompanies the financial statements and the auditor’s
report, constitutes “other information” (OI) within the scope of SSA 720 (Revised) The
Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Other Information. This Guidance shares scenarios on
whether material inconsistencies exist for the circumstances described and how auditors
should report them in their auditor’s report.
 

ISCA LAUNCHES ISCA ETHICS CASE FILES
 
ISCA Ethics Case Files is a compendium of scenarios adapted from real-life cases involving
ISCA members who faced tough choices, but unfortunately made the less ethical one and
suffered dire consequences. ISCA members can draw from the experiences of others, and
avoid making the same mistakes.

IESBA REDEFINES ACCOUNTANTS’ ETHICAL ROLE
 
IESBA has released a new standard, Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and
Regulations. The standard sets out a first-of-its-kind framework to guide professional
accountants in what actions to take in the public interest when they become aware of an
illegal or suspected illegal act, known as non-compliance with laws and regulations,
committed by a client or employer.

http://www.ifrs.org/Alerts/PressRelease/Pages/International-Accounting-Standards-Board-issues-narrow-scope-amendments-to-IFRS-2-Share-based-Payment.aspx
http://www.ifrs.org/Alerts/ProjectUpdate/Pages/International-Accounting-Standards-Board-proposes-narrow-scope-amendments-to-IFRS-3-and-IFRS-11.aspx
http://isca.org.sg/tkc/aa/resources/practical-guidances/other-guidances/2016/june/material-inconsistencies-in-other-information-under-ssa-720-revised-guidance-with-regard-to-directors-statement/
http://isca.org.sg/ethics/resources/case-studies/isca-ethics-case-files/
https://www.ifac.org/news-events/2016-07/iesba-redefines-accountants-ethical-role-when-laws-and-regulations-broken
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S$74.85 including GST

THE END OF ACCOUNTING AND THE PATH FORWARD FOR INVESTORS AND MANAGERS

FIRST LOOK BOOKS
EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES FOR ISCA MEMBERS
Get 20% off these and other titles till 31 October 2016. Please quote VBM98 in
the promo code field when you order at Wiley, call customer service hotline
at 6643-8333 or email Wiley. For more titles, please visit Member Privileges.

http://www.wiley.com/
mailto:csd_ord@wiley.com
http://members.isca.org.sg/MemberPrivilege.asp
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Based on a large-sample empirical analysis, this book documents a fast and continuous
deterioration in the usefulness of financial information to investment decisions. Instead, what
could be more relevant for key industries is a new, comprehensive system of economic indicators
– the Value-creation Report – which evaluates the enterprise’s strategy and managers’
execution of this strategy, with a focus on the strategic, value-creating resources of the
company. This system provides investors and lenders with actionable, up-to-date information
required for today’s investment decisions, thus providing investors with a path forward.

BUY NOW

S$97.32 including GST

THE INCOMPLETE CURRENCY

pugpig://browseProductList?productIDs=sept1a%2Csept1b%2Csept1c&selectedProductID=sept1a
pugpig://browseProductList?productIDs=sept1a%2Csept1b%2Csept1c&selectedProductID=sept1b
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The book is a technical, yet accessible, analysis of the current Eurozone crisis from a global
perspective. The discussion begins by explaining how the Euro’s architecture, relationship
between finance and the real economy, and the functioning of the Eurosystem in general are all
at the root of the current crisis. It goes on to explore possible solutions underlined by fact, not
theory. All topics are analysed and illustrated, making extensive use of examples, tables, and
graphics. The ideas presented are also supported by data sets and their statistical elaborations.

BUY NOW

S$142.26 including GST

MERGER ARBITRAGE (2ND EDITION)
Updated and expanded, the book goes beyond the mere description of the topic. It is a definitive
guide to the ins and outs of the burgeoning merger arbitrage hedge fund strategy, with real-

pugpig://browseProductList?productIDs=sept1a%2Csept1b%2Csept1c&selectedProductID=sept1b
pugpig://browseProductList?productIDs=sept1a%2Csept1b%2Csept1c&selectedProductID=sept1c
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world examples that illustrate how mergers work and how to take advantage of them. The book
also talks about the risks involved with mergers, and explains how some risks are not as bad as
perceived, especially when considering the potential upside for merger arbitrage strategies.

BUY NOW

pugpig://browseProductList?productIDs=sept1a%2Csept1b%2Csept1c&selectedProductID=sept1c
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FIRST LOOK QUIZ

QUIZ
Stand to win the book of your choice! Simply email your answers to ISCA by
22 September 2016. Please provide your full name, NRIC number, mailing
address, contact number and the book you’re interested in.

1 In “New Global Whistleblowing Standard”, examples of jurisdictions that have laws
protecting whistleblowers include
 

A United Kingdom and Germany

mailto:comms@isca.org.sg
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A United Kingdom and Germany
B Germany and United States
C United States and United Kingdom
 
2 In “One Young World Summit 2016”, all candidates were required to
(a) Submit an essay
(b) Send in a video
(c) Attend an interview
 
A (a) and (b) 
B (b) and (c)
C (a) and (c)
 
3 In “Vision 2030: UN Global Goals and the Role of the Accountancy Profession”, the
Singapore Exchange had announced that Singapore-listed companies must publish a
sustainability report on a “comply or explain” basis from financial year ending on or after 31
December
 
A 2016
B 2017
C 2018
 
Congratulations
August quiz winners
 
1) Tan Chee Kheng, Sxxxx488-H
2) Chong Yew Tuck, Sxxxx713-H
3) Tan Tow Yin, Sxxxx854-I
 

Answers for August quiz: (1) A, (2) B, (3) A
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